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Abstract: Quantum corrections to holographic entanglement entropy require knowledge of
the bulk quantum state. In this paper, we derive a novel dual prescription for the generalized
entropy that allows us to interpret the leading quantum corrections in a geometric way with
minimal input from the bulk state. The equivalence is proven using tools borrowed from
convex optimization. The new prescription does not involve bulk surfaces but instead uses a
generalized notion of a flow, which allows for possible sources or sinks in the bulk geometry.
In its discrete version, our prescription can alternatively be interpreted in terms of a set of
Planck-thickness bit threads, which can be either classical or quantum. This interpretation
uncovers an aspect of the generalized entropy that admits a neat information-theoretic de-
scription, namely, the fact that the quantum corrections can be cast in terms of entanglement
distillation of the bulk state. We also prove some general properties of our prescription, in-
cluding nesting and a quantum version of the max multiflow theorem. These properties are
used to verify that our proposal respects known inequalities that a von Neumann entropy must
satisfy, including subadditivity and strong subadditivity, as well as to investigate the fate of
the holographic monogamy. Finally, using the Iyer-Wald formalism we show that for cases
with a local modular Hamiltonian there is always a canonical solution to the program that
exploits the property of bulk locality. Combining with previous results by Swingle and Van
Raamsdonk, we show that the consistency of this special solution requires the semi-classical
Einstein’s equations to hold for any consistent perturbative bulk quantum state.
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1 Introduction

1.1 General motivation

Recent progress in quantum gravity has revealed a surprising connection between spacetime
and quantum information. The sharpest realization of this connection is formulated in the
context of the AdS/CFT correspondence, a remarkable duality between a theory of quantum
gravity in the ‘bulk’ of an asymptotically Anti-de Sitter space (AdS) and a strongly-coupled
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Conformal Field Theory (CFT) living in its lower-dimensional boundary [1]. An exciting
development that ignited this line of research was the proposed Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) formula,
relating the area of certain codimension-2 surfaces in the bulk to the entanglement entropy
of subsystems in the dual CFT [2]. In the bulk theory, the RT formula can be interpreted as
a generalization of the Bekenstein-Hawking formula that computes black hole entropy [3, 4].
Conversely, in the dual CFT, the entanglement or von Neumann entropy generalizes the
notion of thermodynamic entropy for states that are not necessarily thermal. Even though
the RT formula had passed various consistency checks and was known to satisfy all known
properties of the von Neumann entropy [5], it was not until [6] that a formal proof of the
prescription was provided. The RT formula has been further generalized in a number of ways,
including to covariant settings [7, 8], to the case of higher curvature gravities (finite-coupling
corrections) [9, 10], and when 1/N quantum corrections are taken into account [11, 12].

One of the most interesting applications that emerged from the connection between grav-
ity and quantum information is related to the program of bulk reconstruction. Since the
RT surfaces probe the bulk geometry, there have been numerous proposals for reconstructing
the bulk metric using entanglement entropies in the dual CFT, in various particular contexts
[13–27]. Thus, at least intuitively, the RT prescription suggests that spacetime emerges from
entanglement [28–32], an idea that is summarized by the slogan ‘geometry from entanglement’
or, oftentimes, ‘it from qubit’. A more refined version of this program relates the dynamics
of the bulk metric (subject to appropriate boundary conditions) to the rules of governing the
entanglement entropy under changes of the CFT state or CFT Hamiltonian [33–40]. Here
the RT formula enters again as a fundamental input and the previous slogan is then up-
graded to ‘gravitation from entanglement’. The RT prescription has also inspired various
developments connecting spacetime to other topics in quantum information, including ten-
sor networks [41–44], error correction [45–48], quantum computation [49–53] and quantum
teleportation [54–59], among others. Collectively then, statements about gravity are then
reinterpreted via holography as statements in quantum information theory and viceversa.

Recently, Headrick and Freedman showed that the RT formula admits a dual description
in terms of flows, divergenceless norm-bounded vector fields, or equivalently a set of Planck-
thickness “bit threads” [60].1 The new prescription involves maximizing the flux through a
region and follows from the max flow-min cut theorem of network theory. Its formal proof
involves further elements from convex optimization and convex relaxation, as well as strong
duality [63]. This new prescription has helped uncover aspects of holographic entanglement
and related quantities that were previously unknown, and has provided a nice information-
theoretic interpretation of various known properties [64–83]. Similar to the RT formula,
the bit thread formulation of holographic entanglement entropy has been generalized to the
covariant settings [84] and for CFTs dual to higher curvature gravities [85], though, a version
that incorporates quantum or 1/N corrections has not been worked out. This will be the main

1These divergenceless flows are Hodge dual to closed forms called calibrations [61], which are likewise useful
to describe holographic entanglement [62].
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motivation of the present work and the central problem that we will try to address. Along
the way, we will explore some general properties that this quantum corrected prescription
should satisfy and explore aspects of their physical interpretation. As an application we will
also explore dynamical aspects of our proposal, and thus make connection with the program
of ‘gravitation from entanglement’ discussed above.

1.2 Setup and organization of the paper

Let us now give details of the particular problem that we want to address. At leading order
in GN ∼ 1/N2, i.e., at O(1/GN ), the RT formula give us the entanglement entropy of a
boundary region A as the area of a minimal codimension-2 surface in the bulk [2],

S[A] = min
γA∼A

[
A(γA)

4GN

]
, (1.1)

satisfying the homology condition γA ∼ A. This formula gets corrected at O(G0
N )

S[A] = min
γA∼A

[
A(γA)

4GN

]
+ Sbulk[ΣA] , (1.2)

which is known as the Faulkner-Lewkowycz-Maldacena (FLM) formula [11]. This is applicable
for states with semi-classical gravity duals, i.e., those described by effective quantum field
theory in the bulk living on a curved but classical background. The new term, Sbulk, represents
the von Neumann entropy of the bulk state reduced to the entanglement wedge, while ΣA

denotes an arbitrary Cauchy slice satisfying ∂ΣA = γA ∪ A. A more accurate prescription,
valid beyond leading order in GN is given by the Quantum Extremal Surface (QES) formula,
proposed by Engelhardt and Wall [12]. This involves a minimization of the two terms in (1.2),
area and bulk entropy:

S[A] = min
γ̃A∼A

[
A(γ̃A)

4GN
+ Sbulk[Σ̃A]

]
, (1.3)

Notice that here we have used tildes to distinguish from the quantities that arise from the
pure area minimization. Importantly, the bulk states we will consider are semi-classical states
that admit a metric expansion of the form2

gµν = g(0)
µν +GNg

(1)
µν +G2

Ng
(2)
µν +O(G3

N ) . (1.4)

For these states, the first correction to the QES surface is typically suppressed such that
γ̃A = γA +O(G1

N ). However, due to the minimality condition, these corrections do not affect
the area [86, 87] so both formulas give the same result at O(G0

N ), i.e.,

S[A] = min
γ̃A∼A

[
A(γ̃A)

4GN
+ Sbulk[Σ̃A]

]
≈ min

γA∼A

[
A(γA)

4GN

]
+ Sbulk[ΣA] . (1.5)

2More generally, fractional orders can arise in this expansion because quantized gravitons have amplitude√
GN . However, as done by FLM [11], here we ignore graviton fluctuations.
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Technically, however, the two formulas can differ sufficiently close to a phase transition,
where the corrections due to the bulk entanglement entropy can induce a discontinuous jump
between two different classical saddles. In these situations the surfaces differ at order O(G0

N ),
leading to a difference between the two prescriptions of order O(G0

N ), and the QES formula
gives the correct result (up to non-perturbative corrections that we do not consider here).3

It is interesting to ask how the bit thread prescription [60] gets corrected when quantum
corrections are taken into account. At the leading order, we have that

S[A] =
1

4GN
max
v∈F

∫
A
v , F ≡ {v | ∇ · v = 0, |v| ≤ 1} . (1.6)

and the equivalence with the RT prescription can be proven using convex optimization and
strong duality. A natural question is if the FLM or QES formulas described above admit a
similar description which can be proven using the same techniques. The main goal of this
paper is to provide an answer to this question. A technical point here is that in order to
derive the dual description we will need to restrict ourselves to the first order correction, i.e.,
the FLM formula or the QES equivalent. It is only in this case that the prescription can
be formulated as a convex program and, hence, can be dealt with using convex optimization
techniques. We will however, be able to derive a nice interpretation for the leading quantum
corrections. In particular, we will see that the quantum bit thread prescription that we arrive
at can be interpreted as a ‘geometrization’ of these corrections, where both the area and the
bulk entropy pieces are unified in a single vector field description.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we derive and interpret the new flow
prescription that incorporates quantum corrections. This section is divided in three parts.
In subsection 2.1 we present an argument for our proposal based on the Jafferis-Lewkowycz-
Maldacena-Suh (JLMS) formula [88] —an operator version of FLM. This argument is thus
valid for the leading quantum corrections. In subsection 2.2 we provide a proof of the dual
program using tools of convex optimization. Although we start from a version of the QES
formula in this proof, we explain the reasons why this prescription is generally not applicable
beyond the leading order corrections. In subsection 2.3 we give an interpretation of our
formula in terms of a set of classical and quantum Planck-thickness bit threads. We continue
in section 3 where we discuss some general properties of our flow program, including nesting
and a quantum version of the max multiflow theorem. These properties are then used to
verify that our proposal respects known properties that a von Neumann entropy must satisfy,
including subadditivity and strong subadditivity inequalities. Finally, we end the section by
analyzing the fate of the monogamy of mutual information inequality when the leading 1/N

corrections are included. Section 4 is devoted to the study of perturbative quantum states.
Building up on our previous work [76], we show that the Iyer-Wald formalism can be used to
provide a canonical flow configuration that solves the max-flow problem (even in its quantum
version) which exploits the property of bulk locality. Combining with results by Swingle and
Van Raamsdonk, we then show that this special solution requires the semi-classical Einstein’s

3We will discuss these situations in detail in section 2.3.1.
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equations to hold for any consistent perturbative bulk quantum state. Semi-classical gravity
is then seen to arise consistently from entanglement considerations in the dual CFT. We close
in section 5 with a brief summary of our results and a few final remarks.

2 Flow program for quantum bit threads

When we consider quantum corrected versions of the RT formula, the standard bit thread
construction should still hold true at leading order in GN . For the sake of notation, then, we
will use subscripts “(0)” in both sides of the equation (1.6) to indicate that these quantities
do not include GN corrections:

S(0)[A] =
1

4GN
max
v(0)∈F

∫
A
v(0) , F ≡ {v(0) | ∇ · v(0) = 0, |v(0)| ≤ 1} . (2.1)

Notice that since v(0) is divergenceless we can chose to integrate over any other homologous
region, in particular, over the bulk bottle-neck (or ‘min cut’) γA where v(0) must be equal to
the unit normal v(0) = n̂. Therefore, one finds that

S(0)[A] =
1

4GN

∫
γA

dA = min
γA∼A

[
A(γA)

4GN

]
, (2.2)

and one recovers the standard RT prescription. It is interesting to ask if the quantum cor-
rections admit a similar description in terms of a corrected vector field v = v(0) + δv, and if
so, what are the corrections to the bit thread prescription.

In this section we will try to answer this question in a number of ways. We will begin
with a heuristic analysis of the problem to determine how the corrections should look like. In
this part we will assume the JLMS formula, an operator version of the FLM formula. Hence,
our arguments will be valid for the leading quantum corrections. Next, we will provide a
formal proof of our formula using convex optimization and strong duality. In this part we will
assume the QES formula as a starting point, however, as we will explain, our derivation will
only hold at order O(G0

N ). We will close the section by providing a physical interpretation of
our prescription, as well as an analysis of quantum phase transitions.

2.1 Heuristic derivation

First, we note that a more refined version of the FLM formula states that [88]

K̂CFT =
Âmin

4GN
+ K̂bulk , (2.3)

which now applies as an operator equation. In the above Âmin is the minimal area operator,
while K̂CFT and K̂bulk are the CFT and bulk modular Hamiltonians, respectively. We note
that K̂CFT has only support in ∂Σ (specifically in x ∈ D[A]), while K̂bulk has support in Σ

(concretely, in the entanglement wedge of A, {x, z} ∈ D[ΣA]). In the following, we will take Σ

to be a constant-t slice, for simplicity. Now, we can compute the flux of v through a family of
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mf = A n̂f

...

m3

m2

m1 = γA
n̂1

ΣA

Figure 1: Family of bulk surfacesmi homologous to the boundary region A that continuously
interpolate between γA and A, and hence foliate ΣA.

surfaces mi ∼ A that continuously interpolate between γA and A (see Figure 1). As a result,
we should obtain that the flux receives increasing contributions (either positive or negative)
from the second term in (2.3). More concretely, if we compute the flux over m1 = γA, we
should find that only the area term contributes so that

1

4GN

∫
γA

v =
1

4GN

∫
γA

v(0) =
1

4GN

∫
A
v(0) = S(0)[A] , (2.4)

while if we compute the flux over the last surface mf = A we should expect, in addition, the
full contribution coming from the second term in (2.3),

1

4GN

∫
A
v =

1

4GN

∫
A

(v(0) + δv) =
1

4GN

∫
A
v(0) +

1

4GN

∫
A
δv = S(0)[A] + Sbulk[ΣA] . (2.5)

This is because at this point we have already swept over all the domain where K̂bulk has
support on (within Σ), i.e., ΣA. In other words, we expect that

1

4GN

∫
A
δv = Sbulk[ΣA] . (2.6)

Recognizing that ∂ΣA = γA −A,4 we can use Gauss’s law to write:

1

4GN

(∫
γA

v −
∫
A
v

)
=

1

4GN

∫
ΣA

(∇ · v) =
1

4GN

∫
ΣA

(∇ · δv) . (2.7)

Using (2.4)-(2.5), we recognize that

1

4GN

∫
ΣA

(∇ · δv) = −Sbulk[ΣA] . (2.8)

Thus, provided we can calculate an entanglement density in the bulk,5 such that

Sbulk(ΣA) =

∫
ΣA

s(x) , (2.9)

4The normal vectors are taken to be pointing towards the bulk (see Figure 1 for an illustration).
5We can take s(x) to be an entanglement contour [89]. However, we do not need s(x) be positive definite.
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it follows that
∇ · δv = −4GN s(x) . (2.10)

For regions with a local modular Hamiltonian, we generally have that

Sbulk = 〈K̂bulk〉 =

∫
ΣA

〈Tµν(x)〉ξµεν , (2.11)

where Tµν is the bulk stress-energy tensor, ξ is a Killing vector with the right properties at
γA, and εν is the volume form on Σ. Hence, we can write

s(x) = 〈Tµν(x)〉ξµNν , (2.12)

and
∇ · δv = −4GN 〈Tµν(x)〉ξµNν , (2.13)

where Nµ is the future-pointing unit normal associated with Σ. Notice that the modular
Hamiltonian has only support on ΣA. However, we can extend this condition to all the slice
Σ by analytically continuing the bulk modular Hamiltonian to the complement Σ̄A = Σ\ΣA.

A couple of comments are in order. First, since the divergenceless condition is violated,
it means that now we can have “sources” and “sinks” in the bulk entering at order O(GN ).
Both are necessary in our prescription. For example, for a pure state we expect Sbulk = 0 and
hence the sources and sinks should be in exact balance.6 The relaxation of this condition is,
nevertheless, nice for the interpretation, because now the threads can also start and end in
the bulk, and we could now distill bell pairs from the bulk as well. On the other hand, this
implies that if we assume effective field theory in the bulk, a bulk observer can only extract
bell pairs from the state, and no other form of multipartite entanglement (c.f. section 6.5 of
[88]). Finally, the norm bound can in principle be violated since there is no general bound
for s(x), although we expect s(x) = 0 at the bulk bottle-neck, γA, where |v(0)| is saturated.
The possible violation would appear close to γA, where |v(0)| is still close to saturation, but
it would be of order O(GN ) at most. Happily, as we will show in the next section, it turns
out there is no need for corrections to the norm-bound. This can be explicitly checked as our
proposal can be formally derived using convex optimization techniques.

2.2 Proof via convex optimization

Having discussed the expected leading correction to the bit thread prescription of holographic
entanglement entropy, we will now formally derive the quantum corrected flow program for
the applicable set of CFT states with semi-classical bulk geometries. For the derivation of
the dual program we will assume that, given a bulk microstate or a family of microstates, we
have a way of obtaining an entanglement density s(x), such that

Sbulk[ΣA] =

∫
ΣA

s(x) . (2.14)

6One can always set s(x) = 0 for pure states, but this will severely restrict the microstate. In more general
cases, this will not be an option. See section 2.3 for a more thorough discussion on this point.
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A few comments are in order. First notice that to construct one of these densities, one needs
as input knowledge of the homology region ΣA associated to the boundary region A, and its
associated bulk entanglement entropy Sbulk[ΣA]. These are already the ingredients one needs
to compute the quantum corrections to entanglement entropy. However, the main purpose of
the flow reformulation we will arrive at is to provide conceptual understanding of the FLM
formula, rather than to provide an independent calculational tool of entanglement entropies.
Second, if the reader is worried about uniqueness of the function s(x), note that, for simplicity
and in order to completely specify the program, one could assume that s(x) ≥ 0 for x ∈ ΣA so
that s(x) defines a proper entanglement contour [89, 90] in the bulk, for the reduced state on
ΣA. This is, however, not a requirement for our prescription to work. In fact, in many cases,
it will be necessary to relax this assumption and let s(x) take both positive and negative
values. We will come back to this point in the next section, where we prove several properties
of quantum bit threads.

The starting point of the proof is the equivalence between an area minimization problem
and a volume minimization problem. In [63] it was argued that, at the classical level, the
minimization in the RT prescription is equivalent to:

min
γA∼A

[
A(γA)

4GN

]
= min

φ,φ|∂Σ=χ
A

[
1

4GN

∫
Σ
|∂φ|

]
. (2.15)

The latter minimization is carried out over bulk scalar fields φ satisfying the boundary condi-
tion φ|∂Σ = χA , where χA = 1 on A and 0 otherwise. Further, [63] showed that the minimum
of the RHS is generically achieved by a step like function φmin = χΣA

, with χΣA
= 1 on ΣA

and 0 otherwise. Following the same logic, we can now argue that the QES prescription is
equivalent to the following volume minimization:

S[A] = min
φ,φ|∂M=χ

A

[
1

4GN

∫
Σ
|∂φ|+

∫
Σ
φ s(x)

]
. (2.16)

where we have made use of the local expression for the bulk entropy (2.14). One crucial
point here is that we have assumed that the density s(x) is given as an input of the program.
This cannot be done in general, as there is no density that can compute the entanglement
entropy of arbitrary regions. The best we can do here is to assume that the bulk entropy
is parametrically smaller than the area term, and hence we have countable possible saddles
for ΣA. These possible saddles will be nested, in general, so even if we have more than one
classical solution, it will still be possible to come up with a sensible density s(x) defined
everywhere. Another reason why we cannot deal with the full expression (2.16) is that, we
cannot generally let the minimization backreact on the density s(x). If we allow for this
possibility, it will render the final program non-convex (more on this below) which means
that the techniques that we use would break down at some point.7 In the situations that we

7Double holographic setups are an exception to this rule. In these cases, a version of our results should
hold, because the dual program can be mapped to that of a divergenceless flow in a higher dimensional space.
We will comment on this possibility in the discussion section.
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have under control, then, it is valid to expand (2.16) at leading order to obtain

S[A] ≈ min
φ,φ|∂M=χ

A

[
1

4GN

∫
Σ
|∂φ|

]
+

∫
Σ
χΣA

s(x) , (2.17)

≈ min
φ,φ|∂M=χ

A

[
1

4GN

∫
Σ
|∂φ|

]
+

∫
ΣA

s(x) . (2.18)

This volume minimization is equivalent to the FLM formula. As mention in the introduction,
however, there is a small subtlety because the QES and FLM formulas can differ at order
O(G0

N ) in situations close to a phase transition. For this reason, will continue working with
(2.16), though, keeping in mind that our results will only be sensible at order O(G0

N ). Another
advantage of (2.16) is that, written in this way, we can now massage the expression into a
max flow program using the same techniques developed in [63], which will be our main goal
for the rest of this section.

To start the proof, notice that (2.16) defines a convex program. The variable is the scalar
field φ and the objective in (2.16) is a convex functional of φ. There is an equality constraint
which is affine on φ (linear plus constant), namely φ|∂Σ = χA and then it is trivially convex as
well. In order to obtain the dual max flow program we now introduce a co-vector like variable,
wµ = ∂µφ, and Lagrange multipliers, vµ and ψ, which impose the implicit constraints in the
following way (factorizing an overall factor of 1/4GN ):∫

Σ
|∂φ|+ 4GN

∫
Σ
φ s(x) = max

vµ,ψ

[∫
Σ
|w|+ 4GN

∫
Σ
φ s(x) +

∫
Σ
vµ (wµ − ∂µφ) +

∫
∂Σ
ψ (φ− χA)

]
.

The way in which the constraints emerge from the above maximization is by imposing the
condition of finiteness. This forces wµ → ∂µφ and φ|∂Σ → χA. The dual program is then
obtained by inverting the order of maximization and minimization steps, i.e.,

S[A] =
1

4GN
max
vµ,ψ

{
min
φ,wµ

[∫
Σ
|w|+ 4GN

∫
Σ
φ s(x) +

∫
Σ
vµ (wµ − ∂µφ) +

∫
∂Σ
ψ (φ− χA)

]}
.(2.19)

Since we turned the implicit constraint on φ into an explicit one via the Lagrange multipliers,
φ and wµ = ∂µφ should be treated as independent variables. As a result, the minimization is
now over both φ and wµ. Rearranging the terms and integrating by parts, we obtain:

min
φ,wµ

[∫
Σ

(|w|+ vµwµ)−
∫

Σ
∇µ (vµφ) +

∫
Σ
φ∇µvµ +

∫
∂Σ
ψ (φ− χA) + 4GN

∫
Σ
φ s(x)

]
= min

φ,wµ

[∫
Σ

(|w|+ vµwµ) +

∫
∂Σ
φ (vµnµ + ψ)−

∫
∂Σ
ψχA +

∫
Σ
φ (∇µvµ + 4GNs(x))

]
≥ min

φ,wµ

[∫
Σ
|w| (1− |v|) +

∫
∂Σ
φ (vµnµ + ψ)−

∫
∂Σ
ψχA +

∫
Σ
φ (∇µvµ + 4GNs(x))

]
. (2.20)

The first equality is obtained by using the divergence theorem to integrate a total derivative.
The inequality is derived from a bound on the first term which is achieved by picking an
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optimal direction for wµ, such that vµwµ = −|v| |w|. This is achieved by minimizing over the
direction of wµ, and thus sets a lower bound indicated by the inequality.

Finiteness of the above minimization problem requires the following constraints on the
dual variables ψ and vµ. The first term implies the norm bound

|v| ≤ 1 , (2.21)

in which case such term contributes zero to the dual objective functional. Similarly, the second
terms requires ψ = −vµnµ and likewise contributes zero to the dual objective functional. The
fourth term implies a new constraint on v

∇ · v = −4GNs(x) , (2.22)

which when evaluated in the objective functional gives a zero contribution as well. Putting
everything together we see that the only contribution to the dual objective functional comes
from the third term, which reduces to: ∫

A
vµnµ , (2.23)

and therefore the quantum corrected dual program is given by:

S[A] = max
v∈F

∫
A
v , F ≡ {v | ∇ · v = −4GNs(x), |v| ≤ 1} , (2.24)

where s(x) obeys (2.14). This concludes the proof of our quantum bit thread prescription.
Under sensible assumptions, we expect the solution of this dual program to be equal to

that of the primal, as a result of strong duality. One simple condition that implies strong
duality is Slater’s condition [91], which states that there should be a flow (not necessarily
the maximal one) which strictly satisfies all the equality and inequality constraints. This is
an easy task to accomplish, at least at the order of approximation that we are working on.
To see this, notice that we can split a given flow v in two pieces, a homogeneous and an
inhomogeneous part, such that

v = vh + vi with ∇ · vh = 0 , ∇ · vi = −4GNs(x) . (2.25)

Thus, the equality constraint (2.22) only affects the inhomogeneous piece vi. However, since
the source term enters at order O(GN ), there must be particular solutions that are also of
the same order and so their flux through any macroscopic region A will not pose any obstacle
for the inequality constraint, or norm bound (2.21), which only enters at order O(G0

N ).8 We
can then pick any flow with vh ∼ O(GN ) and vi ∼ O(GN ) satisfying (2.25) and it will be an

8Consistency of the problem requires restricting to densities s(x) which are at most order O(G0
N ) in any

local neighborhood. If the density is higher than this, say s(x) ∼ O(1/GN ), we could risk violations of the
norm bound already with vi. This restriction does not pose any threat to the program as it can always be
satisfied in situations relevant to us, i.e., when the bulk entropy is parametrically smaller than the area term.
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example of a flow that lies is in the interior of the program’s domain, hence, implying strong
duality. We note that, once the equality constraint is satisfied, a solution of the max flow
program can then be found by increasing the flux of the homogeneous solution, possibly to
order O(G0

N ), until the norm bound is saturated.
As a final comment, we remind the reader that our quantum bit thread program is only

valid when the leading order corrections are taken into account, i.e., at order O(G0
N ),9 though

it goes a step further than the FLM prescription. In particular, unlike FLM, our formula is
valid arbitrarily close to phase transitions, at O(G0

N ), picking the dominant configuration
among all possible classical saddles.10 In the next section we will explore some of the conse-
quences of this reformulation and prove a set of properties that this proposal must satisfy.

2.3 Physical interpretation

The flow program that we derived (2.24) is corrected with respect to the standard one (1.6)
in that we can now have “sources” and “sinks” in the bulk entering at order O(GN ). This
means that threads will now have the possibility of start and/or end in the bulk. We will
refer to those threads as quantum bit threads. Quantum bit threads codify a new class of
distillable entanglement, now present in the bulk itself. The interplay between classical and
quantum bit threads is subtle, though, as sometimes they could be interpreted in one way
or another depending on the bulk regions that we consider or have access to. To illustrate
this point, we can split a given solution to the program in two pieces, a homogeneous and an
inhomogeneous part, as in (2.25). Upon discretization, then, one can be tempted to interpret
the threads that follow from vi as quantum threads. However, we will see that in some
cases the flux computed from vi actually contributes to the area piece and not to the bulk
entanglement. This is due to the fact that such a splitting (2.25) is not unique, and one can
always add part of the homogeneous solution to the inhomogeneous one. The goal of this
section is to dig further into this observation. We will consider two illustrative cases, with one
or multiple (classical) saddle points, respectively. We will close the section analyzing the role
of quantum bit threads in possible phase transitions between different saddles. This analysis
also highlights the distinction between the FLM and QES formulas at order O(G0

N ), as well
as the correct interpretation of the dual program.

2.3.1 Possible classical saddles

Unique saddle:

Let us first consider the case where the minimal surface γA is unique and so is the bulk
homology region associated to it ΣA. In this case we can pick a density function s(x) with a
definite sign on ΣA and Σ̄A (opposite to each other), which is possible given any choice of the

9One way to see that this prescription is invalid beyond leading order is by noticing that the equality
constraint (2.22) becomes non-convex if we let the flux maximization to backreact on s(x). This should not
be possible because we assumed the density s(x) to be given in order to define the program. Another obstacle
that arises beyond leading order is the impossibility of generally satisfying Slater’s condition, discussed above.

10The FLM formula can fail at choosing the right saddle as discussed in detail in section 2.3.2.
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bulk state [89]. From the point of view of the bulk subregions, ΣA and Σ̄A, then, there will be a
natural separation between threads that compute the minimal area and the ones that compute
the bulk entropies. More specifically, the threads that connect A with Ā compute the minimal
area contribution while the threads that start or end in the interior of the bulk compute the
entropies associated with ΣA and Σ̄A, respectively. These two bulk entropies must be the
same if the overall state is pure. This implies that the total number of threads leaving A,
both classical and quantum, must be the same number of threads entering Ā. From the
global perspective, then, the quantum threads can be interpreted as those that jump across
the minimal surface, e.g., via a tunneling process, but still connect the boundary regions
A and Ā. In double holographic scenarios such tunneling can be realized geometrically by
assuming that those threads are continuously connected in the higher dimensional holographic
dual (effectively realizing a holographic ‘EPR pair’ in the higher dimensional space. See e.g.
[92–94]). Figure 2 gives a pictorial representation of one of these thread configurations. We
emphasize that, in this case there is always the option of choosing a density with the above
properties, though, more generally, we can allow s(x) to change signs within ΣA. In this case
the interpretation would be a bit more complicated. The reason is that if we allow for this
possibility there would be threads that connect points in ΣA with Ā (hence they would naively
fall in the category of quantum threads) yet they contribute exclusively to the area term. This
means that already in cases with a unique saddle, there can be cases where quantum threads
are not interpreted in the standard way. If there are multiple saddles, on the other hand, this
situation could be unavoidable. As we will see below, in these cases we do not have always
the option of picking a density with the desired properties, which means that these threads
will naturally arise in more general situations.

Multiple saddles:

It is well known that the minimal surface associated to a boundary region can undergo a phase
transition (change in topology) under continuous deformations of the boundary geometry. The
prototypical example consists of two disjoint regions with variable separation —see Figure 3
for an illustration—. Perhaps less known is that, already at orderO(G0

N ), the bulk entropy can
induce transitions on the corresponding minimal surfaces if the configuration of the boundary
region is sufficiently close to a classical phase transition. This is a crucial distinction between
the QES and FLM prescriptions which already exists at this order. As we will see below, our
quantum bit thread prescription knows about this subtlety, and correctly captures the result
expected from the QES formula.

As a first step, let us consider the exact point of the classical transition. In this case
there are multiple minimal surfaces γA’s, all with the same area but with different associated
homology regions ΣA’s. In order to use our quantum bit thread prescription, it is convenient
to pick a bulk density that is able to reproduce the entropy of all the possible bulk homology
regions. For concreteness, let us assume that there are N possible homology regions and let
us label the ΣA’s as {ai} with i ∈ {1, · · · , N}. Consistency with subregion duality implies
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Figure 2: Thread representation of the max flow associated to a simply connected boundary
region (left). The crosses represent sinks of threads while the dots represent sources. Quan-
tum threads are thus naturally oriented objects. From the global perspective, they are seen
to jump across the minimal surface via quantum tunneling. This process can be intuitively
understood in double holographic models (right), where the quantum threads are still con-
tinuously connected through the an emergent coordinate u. In this context, the sinks and
sources arise by a projection of a divergenceless field into a lower dimensional space.

that these bulk regions must be nested11, and thus we can label them from smaller to larger
such that ai ⊂ ai+1 for i ∈ {1, · · · , N − 1}. Alternatively, since these regions are different
by assumption, one can define N non-overlapping regions a1 and ai\ai−1 for i ∈ {2, · · · , N},
and thus write the kth region, ak, as the union of all previous regions,

ak = a1 ∪ (a2\a1) ∪ · · · ∪ (ak\ak−1) . (2.26)

Now, we construct an entanglement density s(x) such that it reproduces the bulk entropies
S[ai] when integrated over each region ai,

S[ai] =

∫
ai
s, for all i . (2.27)

We can achieve this by imposing the the following constraints:∫
a1

s = S[a1] and

∫
ai+1\ai

s = S[ai+1]− S[ai] for all i ∈ {1, · · · , N − 1} . (2.28)

11The heart of the argument is the following. Suppose that, at a transition point, there are two equally
dominant homology regions a1 and a2 associated with a boundary region A, which are not nested. Next,
consider an infinitesimal deformation of the region, Ã = A + δA, such that Ã ⊃ A. This new region is
away from the exact transition point, making one of the homology regions dominate, say ã1. If that is the
case, then, nesting between regions A and Ã would imply that ã1 ⊃ a1 and ã1 ⊃ a2. However, in the limit
δA → 0, by continuity, we know that one of these two statements must be wrong, reaching a contradiction.
This implies that there should be another classical saddle, a3, that dominates over a1 and a2 at the transition
point. Alternatively, this argument implies that all relevant saddles at a transition point must be nested.
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Figure 3: Thread representation of the max flow associated to a boundary region made out
the two simply connected parts A and B. Above, we have defined a, b and ab as the bulk
homology regions associated with A, B and AB, respectively, and c = ab\a ∪ b. The entropy
density on a, b and c is picked to be positive and thus acts as sinks for the quantum threads.
When restricted to the region a∪ b, though, some of these threads (the ones ending on c) are
interpreted as classical because they contribute exclusively to the area ∂ (a ∪ b).

In other words, we assign the value of an entropy difference to the integrated density of each
non-overlapping region, which can always be done. In this case, the quantum bit thread
program (2.24) picks among all the possible homology regions the one that is favored by the
maximality condition. Notice that this is in stark contrast to the FLM prescription, where
all the possible saddles are equally valid even though their bulk entropies may differ. This
implies that the quantum bit threads formalism captures correctly the answer that follows
from the QES formula at the leading order in GN . In terms of interpretation, we note that
the label as quantum or classical bit threads can only be specified with reference to a specific
homology region. To give an example, consider threads that start in the region A and end
at some point within ak for k > 1. Clearly, from the point of view of this bulk region, these
threads are interpreted as quantum threads, given the definition introduced above. However,
if the program picks aj with j < k as the relevant homology region, then these threads are
interpreted as classical. An example of this subtle ambiguity is presented in Figure 3.

2.3.2 Quantum phase transitions

Let us now investigate in more detail the fate of the phase transition when the effect of the
bulk entropy is taken into acocunt. For concreteness, we will consider the simplest exam-
ple, a boundary region AB made out of two disjoint intervals A and B. We will assume
that the configuration is close to the classical phase transition, though, not exactly at the
critical point. We will now illustrate thread configurations that compute the holographic
entanglement entropy in various possible scenarios.

As it is well know, for a subsystems made out of two disjoint intervals there are two
possible bulk homology regions. These regions are labeled as ab and a ∪ b,12 with ab ⊃ a ∪ b,

12Or, in terms of the previous notation, (ab)1 = a ∪ b and (ab)2 = ab.
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and correspond to the connected and disconnected configurations, respectively. The dominant
saddle here will depend on the specific value of the bulk entropies and the respective minimal
area surfaces, and the specific point of the transition would be such that

area (∂ab)

4GN
+ S[ab] =

area (∂ (a ∪ b))
4GN

+ S[a ∪ b] . (2.29)

As before, we define the density function s(x) with the following properties in mind:∫
a∪b

s = S[a ∪ b] and

∫
ab\a∪b

s = S[ab]− S[a ∪ b] . (2.30)

The bulk entropies S[ab] and S[a∪ b] are positive definite and thus one can generically choose
positive densities for these regions. However, in order to use the quantum bit thread pre-
scription we must provide a single density s(x) from which we can reproduce both entropies.
For cases with S[ab] < S[a ∪ b], this forces s(x) to be negative in some regions as is implied
by the second equation in (2.30). This gives rise to two possibilities which we will now study
separately.

Case I: S[ab] > S[a ∪ b]

In this case, the transition equation (2.29) implies that the difference in the extremal area
surfaces exactly compensate for the difference in bulk entropies

area (∂ (a ∪ b))
4GN

− area (∂ab)

4GN
= S[ab]− S[a ∪ b] > 0 . (2.31)

In order for this to happen, the difference in areas should be of order O(GN ). This difference
in areas implies that the configuration with homology region ab would dominate classically,
however, at order O(G0

N ) they both are equally relevant. Exactly at this point, there should
be thread configurations that can compute the entropy of both homology regions. One of such
configurations is depicted in Figure 3. We note that the flux through AB associated with the
collections of threads that end on c = ab\a∪ b equals S[ab]−S[a∪ b]. From the point of view
of the ab system, this flux computes bulk entropy. However, from the point of view of the a∪b
system, this flux contributes to the area term. Indeed, from (2.31) we can deduce that this flux
must give the excess in area, i.e., area (∂ (a ∪ b)) /4GN −area (∂ab) /4GN . Then, we conclude
that by looking at either homology region, ab or a ∪ b, one can interpret different thread
bundles as classical or quantum. From the global perspective, quantum threads compute
bulk entropy, while if we focus on a bulk (nested) subregion, the same threads can compute
area and, hence, can be interpreted as classical.

We can now move away from the exact phase transition point by slightly changing the
state and hence the bulk entropies. This would make one of the two configurations to dominate
and thus only one of the two sides of (2.29) would be computed via a thread configuration
such as the one shown in Figure 3. We will study both possibilities next.
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• Disconnected solution dominates: The disconnected solution would dominate if

area (∂ (a ∪ b))
4GN

− area (∂ab)

4GN
< S[ab]− S[a ∪ b] . (2.32)

This includes the case when the disconnected solution dominates classically, area (∂ (a ∪ b)) <
area (∂ab), as the above inequality would be trivially satisfied.13 More interestingly, this
also includes the case when the connected solution dominates classically, area (∂ab) <

area (∂ (a ∪ b)), provided that the difference in areas obeys the bound (2.32).

• Connected solution dominates: The connected solution would dominate if

area (∂ (a ∪ b))
4GN

− area (∂ab)

4GN
> S[ab]− S[a ∪ b] . (2.33)

This only happens when the connected solution dominates classically, area (∂ (a ∪ b)) >
area (∂ab), by an amount determined by the entropy difference in (2.33).

Case II: S[ab] < S[a ∪ b]

In this case, the transition equation (2.29) implies that

area (∂ab)

4GN
− area (∂ (a ∪ b))

4GN
= S[a ∪ b]− S[ab] > 0 . (2.34)

This means that, at the classical level, the configuration with homology region a ∪ b would
be the relevant one. However, at the quantum level, both are equally dominant. At the
exact transition point there should be thread configurations that can compute the entropy
of both saddles. In Figure 4 we represent one such configurations. We note that the flux
through AB associated with the collections of threads that start on c = ab\a ∪ b vanishes,
though, they contribute to the flux through AB. The analysis here is thus clearer if we refer
to the complementary regions instead. From the point of view of the ab system, these threads
contribute to the area, giving the excess area (∂ (ab)) /4GN−area (∂a ∪ b) /4GN . Hence these
treads are interpreted as classical. However, from the point of view of the a ∪ b system, these
terms contribute to the bulk entropy and hence are interpreted as quantum. In this case,
these threads measure the difference in entropies, S[ab] − S[a ∪ b], which for pure states is
equivalent to S[a ∪ b]− S[ab].

As before, a change in the bulk state and, hence, the entropies, can make the connected
or disconnected configurations dominate. We will consider these two options next.

• Disconnected solution dominates: The disconnected solution would dominate if

area (∂ab)

4GN
− area (∂ (a ∪ b))

4GN
> S[a ∪ b]− S[ab] . (2.35)

This happens when the disconnected configuration dominates classically, area (∂ (a ∪ b)) <
area (∂ab), at least by the amount given on the right hand side of (2.35).

13The LHS would be negative while the RHS is positive by assumption.
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Figure 4: Thread representation of the max flow associated to a boundary region made out
of two simply connected parts A and B. In this case, the entropy density on c = ab\a ∪ b
is negative and thus acts as sources for the quantum threads. When restricted to the region
ab, though, some of these threads (the ones starting on c) are interpreted as classical because
they contribute exclusively to the area ∂ (a ∪ b).

• Connected solution dominates: The connected solution would dominate if

area (∂ab)

4GN
− area (∂ (a ∪ b))

4GN
< S[a ∪ b]− S[ab] . (2.36)

There are two options to satisfy this condition. First, if the connected configuration
dominates classically, area (∂ab) < area (∂ (a ∪ b)), regardless of the bulk entropy. Addi-
tionally, there could also be a situation when the disconnected configuration dominates
classically, area (∂ab) > area (∂ (a ∪ b)), provided the difference is bounded by the dif-
ference in bulk entropies as stated in (2.36).

This last configuration highlights an important aspect of the quantum bit threads pro-
gram that has not been emphasized until now, but deserves clarification. As discussed around
equation (2.25), we can always decompose a flow in terms of a homogeneous solution vh and
an inhomogeneous one vi, which lead to classical and quantum thread bundles, respectively.
The program (2.24) maximizes the flow over a region A but, a priori, it seems that it makes
no distinction between the two type of flows or threads. However, this is not entirely the
case. The program (2.24) is only fully specified after a density function s(x) is given, which
in turn poses a constraint on the flux of vi through ∂Σ. Namely, once an s(x) is given, we
already know how many quantum threads will end up in ∂Σ, and this introduces a constraint
on the maximization problem. Thus, it appears that the max flow prescription requires filling
in the quantum threads first (taking into account their orientation) and only once all these
threads have been included one can then start filling in the classical threads. If done in the
opposite order one may end up in a situation where sources or sinks are not utilized, e.g. due
to the norm bound, and thus the impossibility of actually computing the RHS of (2.24). This
observation will be important in the next section, where we prove a set of general properties
of our quantum bit thread prescription.
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3 General properties of the flow program

3.1 Properties of quantum bit threads

In this subsection we will show that basic properties of classical bit threads such as nesting
and the existence of a max multiflow, can be upgraded to our quantum version with some
minimal modifications. The general idea of our proofs is to first reduce our quantum setup into
a classical one via a projective mapping, then apply the theorems of [63, 64] to the effective
classical problem and, finally, map the solution back to the original quantum setup. We
believe that one could alternatively follow the methodology developed in [63, 64] by directly
manipulating our convex optimization program and so we expect to report some progress in
that direction as well in the future.

3.1.1 Nesting

The nesting property for classical bit threads states that given a Riemannian manifold Σ

with boundary, and a set of nested boundary regions, say {A1, · · · , An} with Ai ⊂ Ai+1,
there exists a flow v(0) such that its flux through each of the Ai is maximum,

S(0)[Ai] =

∫
Ai

v(0) for all i . (3.1)

This statement was proved in [60, 63, 64]. If a similar statement holds for our quantum max
flow program, such program would require as a minimal condition to have a density s(x) such
that its integrated value over each homology region ai (associated to each boundary region
Ai) reproduce their corresponding bulk entropies, i.e.,

S[ai] =

∫
ai

s(x) for all i . (3.2)

Only in this way we could define a program from which we can compute all entropies S[Ai].
Let us first show that, provided that the entropies of all bulk regions involved are known,

one could construct such density. Given a set of strictly nested boundary regions Ai ⊂ Ai+1

for i ∈ {1, · · ·n−1}, the bulk homology regions associated to them (this is to Ai we associated
the bulk region ai) inherit the same nested relation, namely ai ⊂ ai+1 for i ∈ {1, · · ·n − 1}.
This follows from the property of entanglement wedge nesting (EWN). This means that the
bulk region an contains all other regions, and thus one can further separate that region into
n non-overlapping parts in the following way:

an = a1 ∪ (a2\a1) ∪ · · · (an\an−1) . (3.3)

Since the nested condition is strict, all the bulk regions appearing in the above separation
are non-empty and thus the integrated entanglement density on such regions can acquire any
value. Therefore, we define s(x) to satisfy∫

a1

s(x) = S[a1] and

∫
ai+1\ai

s(x) = S[ai+1]− S[ai] for all i ∈ {1, · · · , n− 1} . (3.4)
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Any density function satisfying these relations will automatically satisfy (3.2).
There is a caveat about the densities defined above, however. We cannot make the

densities arbitrarily large point-wise, as this could lead to a violation of the norm bound. See
the end of section 2.2, particularly footnote 8 for a discussion on this point. This means that
we should spread out the densities so that locally they are at most of order O(G0

N ). In line
with this choice we can also separate any flow v as in (2.25), this is, into homogeneous and
inhomogeneous pieces v = vh + vi, with vi ∼ O(GN ), and guarantee in this way that any
inhomogeneous component vi will safely obey the norm bound constraint strictly.

Using the above separation into homogeneous and inhomogeneous parts, and considering
the discrete version of the flows (as directed threads of Planckian thickness), we could now
think of constructing the inhomogeneous component of the thread configuration (i.e., the
quantum threads) such that they satisfy the constraint equations for the nested set of bulk
regions of interest {ai}. We can be sure that such thread configuration can be used as part
of the solution to the max flow problem for each of the nested regions. In order to guarantee
that, we simply need to impose that the quantum threads that end at the sinks in ai to
start at their associated boundary region Ai, while those that are sourced in ai to end at
any point in Ān (the complement of the largest region).14 This last condition is imposed
so that no negatively sourced thread contribute to the flux of any of the nested boundary
regions {Ai}. Additionally we restrict all the threads defined above to cross at most once any
extremal surface associated to the set of nested boundary regions. After the above choices
are made, then, the number of quantum threads connecting each boundary region Ai with ai
will provide the maximum quantum contribution of the flux through Ai for all the boundary
regions while maximally avoiding the various extremal surfaces.

After all the previous work we can now reduce the remanent part of the flow maximiza-
tion problem (i.e., filling in the classical threads) by a collapsing procedure in which all the
quantum threads together with the space occupied by them is collapsed to zero size. We
can think of this step as shrinking the quantum threads to zero thickness. This removes
the quantum threads from the problem, though, leaving a trace through curves of conical
singularities along the location of the threads 15. The resulting effective manifold Σ′, there-
fore, does not obey strong continuity properties. Nevertheless, the max flow theorems coming
from network theory are robust and can be applied in such manifolds. Applying the clas-
sical nesting property on Σ′ for the resulting set of nested boundary regions {A′i} will then
guarantee the existence of a flow whose flux through every A′i is maximal. Once one such
flow is constructed we can recover the original manifold together with the quantum threads

14Any bulk-to-bulk thread can be turn into the sum of a classical thread and a two quantum threads via the
following procedure: First, we elongate each side of the thread (while keeping their endpoints fixed) until it
touches the boundary. Such a thread can then be interpreted as sum of two quantum threads (which connect a
boundary point with a bulk point) plus a classical thread (which connects two boundary points). The classical
thread is then added to the homogeneous piece.

15We should further impose some length bound prescription on the previous construction to avoid arbitrarily
large threads. Doing that would avoid the possibility of having a resulting geometry (after the collapsing
process) modified macroscopically and thus making the validity of the classical flow theorems questionable.
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by reverting the collapsing process, and thus we end up with a set of classical and quantum
nested threads with maximum flux through Ai in the original manifold Σ.16

To summarize, then, we have shown that a max flow program with entanglement density
s(x) obeying the set of relations

S[ai] =

∫
ai

s for all i , (3.5)

where ai are the homology regions associated to a set of nested boundary regions {Ai} (i.e.,
Ai ⊂ Ai+1), have always a max flow solution v such that

S[Ai] =

∫
Ai

v for all i . (3.6)

This is the quantum version of the nesting property for classical bit threads.

3.1.2 Max multiflow

For classical bit threads, the definition of a multiflow and a theorem that states the existence of
a max multiflow, was introduced and proved in [64]. We will review those here and describe
how to use these results together with the collapsing process of the quantum bit threads
introduced in the previous subsection to prove the equivalent statements for our quantum
max flow program.

We will start with the definition of a classical multiflow. Given a Riemanninan man-
ifold Σ, with boundary ∂Σ, let A1, · · · , An be non-overlapping regions of ∂Σ covering ∂Σ

(∪iAi = ∂Σ). A multiflow is a set of vector fields vij on Σ satisfying the following conditions:

vij = −vji , n̂k · vij = 0 on Ak (k 6= {i, j}) , (3.7)

∇ · vij = 0 and

n∑
i<j

|vij | ≤
1

4GN
. (3.8)

From these defining properties one has that, given a set of coefficients −1 < ξij < 1, then

v ≡
n∑
i<j

ξijvij (3.9)

is a flow, i.e., v is divergenceless and norm bounded. Given a multiflow {vij} we can define a
collection of n vector fields according to

vi ≡
n∑
j=1

vij , (3.10)

16Notice that the classical threads constructed for Σ′ could cross any of the many singular curves (curves
of conical singularities where the quantum threads were originally located). One can remedy this via an
infinitesimal transformation which minimally move the threads so that to avoid all those crossings.
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whose flux on Ai is bounded by its entropy∫
Ai

vi ≤ S(0)[Ai] . (3.11)

The max multiflow theorem states that there exist a max multiflow {v∗ij} such that for each i,
v∗i is a max flow for Ai. This is, for such a flow all inequalities in (3.11) are strictly saturated,∫

Ai

v∗i = S(0)[Ai] . (3.12)

Note that (3.9) implies that any flow v constructed from adding all the independent
multiflow components {vij} with coefficients ξij ∈ {−1, 1} is a consistent flow. However, in
our quantum generalization this would not be possible, because changing the orientation of
a given quantum bundle would change the sign of the entanglement density sourcing that
bundle, and thus change the flow program. This can be traced down to the fact that the
divergence constraint (2.22) is not invariant under parity v → −v in the presence of sources,
and implies that in order to properly describe a multiflow in the quantum case, one would
need to include a set of bundle densities as well.

In view of this last observation, we propose the following generalizations of the definition
of a multiflow and the max multiflow theorem: Given a Riemanninan manifold Σ, with
boundary ∂Σ, let A1, · · · , An be non-overlapping regions of ∂Σ covering ∂Σ (∪iAi = ∂Σ). A
quantum multiflow is a set of vector fields vij and associated sources sij(x) on Σ satisfying
the following conditions:

vij = −vji , n̂k · vij = 0 on Ak (k 6= {i, j}) , (3.13)

∇ · vij = −4GNsij(x) and
n∑
i<j

|vij | ≤
1

4GN
. (3.14)

The entanglement densities sij(x) satisfy the properties

sij(x) = −sji(x) , and si(x) ≡
n∑
j=1

sij(x) , (3.15)

where the first condition is inherited from the antisymmetry of the flow bundle (3.13), and
the set of densities {si(x)} are required to represent entanglement densities for the homology
regions {ai}, i.e., ∫

ai

si(x) = S[ai] . for i = {1, · · · , n} . (3.16)

Given a quantum multiflow, we can now define a set of n vector fields according to

vi ≡
n∑
j=1

vij , (3.17)
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whose fluxes across their corresponding regions are bounded by their entropies,∫
Ai

vi ≤ S[Ai] . (3.18)

In other words the flows vi obey the right divergence constraint on ai which is guaranteed by
condition (3.16) and the definition in (3.15)

We are now ready to state the quantum version of the max multiflow theorem, which we
denote as quantum max multiflow theorem: There exists a max multiflow {v∗ij} with associated
sources {s∗ij(x)} such that for each i, v∗i is a max flow on Ai. In particular this means all the
sources has been utilized by the quantum component of the thread bundle

This is, for such a flow all inequalities in (3.18) must be strictly saturated,∫
Ai

v∗i = S[Ai] . (3.19)

To prove this theorem we will follow the same strategy used to prove nesting. We start
by separating each component of a multiflow {vij} into two pieces, vij = vh

ij + vi
ij , where

superscripts ‘h’ and ‘i’ stand for the homogeneous and inhomogeneous parts, respectively
(or, equivalently, classical and quantum parts). We take the bundle {vi

ij} to be a minimal
quantum multiflow, this is a multiflow which include only quantum threads that connect
points in the bulk with points in the boundary (see footnote 14 for a comment on this point)
while satisfying the constraint equations (3.13)-(3.14) and crossing at most once any extremal
surface associated to the boundary regions Ai. Notice that the flow {vi

ij} constructed in this
way will contain the information of the bundle density component sij(x), which is carried by
the bulk endpoints of the associated threads, taking into account their orientation. A bundle
density will then give us detailed information about the endpoints of the associated minimal
flow bundle {vi

ij}.
Using only this kind of threads one can show that the set of n flows defined as

vi
i =

n∑
j=1

vi
ij (3.20)

can be chosen such that they contribute to the flux on the regions Ai maximally while maxi-
mally avoiding the min cuts.

To show one construction of a particular density bundle {sij(x)} (and therefore of their
associated minimal quantum flow bundle {vi

ij}), we start by defining an auxiliary density
s̃(x) ≡

∑
i s̃i(x)χai(x) with s̃i(x) obeying∫

ai

s̃i(x) = S[ai] , (3.21)

where χai(x) = 1 on ai and 0 everywhere else. Notice that this density is defined globally.
Using s̃(x) we can now construct a global minimal quantum flow vi such that their

associated threads connect points in the boundary region Ai with all the sinks (of positive
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entanglement density) in ai, and connect all the sources (of negative entanglement density)
in ai to points in the complementary boundary region Āi. Note that this last property also
imply that there will generically be treads that connect points on ∪j 6=iaj with points on Ai.
These last threads contribute negatively to the flux on Ai and therefore, the flux through
Ai of the constructed flow ṽi will not be maximal. Nevertheless, we will show how taking
this thread configuration as our starting point, we can build a set of flows vi

i (and associated
densities {si} ) with maximal fluxes through their associated boundary regions Ai.

We now proceed as follows. First, we build a set of n entropy densities defined as

si(x) ≡ s̃i(x)χai(x)−
∑
j 6=i

s̃j(x)χaj (x) . (3.22)

The resulting densities si(x) will still represent a consistent entanglement density for the
associated homology region ai. For each si(x) we can build an associated flow vi

i from the vi

constructed previously by reverting the signs of the threads that start or end at ∪j 6=iaj , as a
result, the fluxes through Ai of the vi

i are now maximal. To obtain the full quantum bundle we
would need an extra separation of the flows vi

i into components with the appropriate imposed
symmetry, vi

ij = −vi
ji, which result in a similar separation for si(x) into sij(x) = −sji(x) by

the constraint (3.14). This leads to the full construction of the quantum component of a max
multiflow {vi

ij(x)}, {sij(x)}.17

The final step is to obtain the classical bundle component {vh
ij(x)}. To do this, we carry

out the same collapsing procedure described in subsection (3.1.1). We then apply the classical
max multiflow theorem, which guarantees the existence a max {vh

ij} on the resulting manifold
Σ′. Finally, reversing the collapsing process, we bring back the quantum component of the
max multiflow {vi

ij} together with their associated multi density {sij(x)}. In combination,
then, they provide a full solution to quantum max multiflow problem in the original manifold
Σ. This concludes our proof of the quantum max multiflow theorem.

3.2 Properties of holographic entanglement

The entanglement entropy associated to spatial regions of any quantum field theory is known
to obey certain general entanglement relations. Among the most fundamental ones are the
subadditivity and strong subadditivity inequalities. In this subsection, we will show that our
max flow program imply both subadditivity and strong subadditivity of boundary entangle-
ment entropies, thus, providing in this way a consistency check of our proposal.

3.2.1 Subadditivity

Subadditivity states that given two non-overlapping boundary regions A and B (A∩B = ∅),
the following relation between the associated entanglement entropies must be satisfied:

S[A] + S[B] ≥ S[A ∪B] . (3.23)
17This separation is always possible because we have constructed the set of {vi

i} and {si(x)} by simply
reversing the signs of the densities and flow bundles in some regions of a single v and s̃.
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Thus, we have three boundary regions A, B and A ∪ B and three associated bulk homology
regions18 which we will denote a, b and ab, respectively. Notice that, in general, ab 6= a ∪ b.
EWN then implies the following relations. First, since A ⊆ A ∪ B and B ⊆ A ∪ B, then
a ⊆ ab, b ⊆ ab and thus a ∪ b ⊆ ab. Similarly, A ∩B = ∅ implies a ∩ b = ∅.

We are now interested in proving the subadditivity property of boundary entropies. In
order to do so we will assume subadditivity of the bulk entropies, which should be true for
any consistent quantum theory. We will also use the above nesting relations between bulk
regions and pick a physically motivated entanglement density s(x), such that it allows us to
compute a set of relevant entanglement entropies using the same flow program.

We begin with the subadditivity inequality for bulk entropies, which takes the form

S[a] + S[b] ≥ S[a ∪ b] . (3.24)

The left hand side quantities in the boundary inequality (3.23) are computed by the QES
formula or its flow equivalent. This suggests the following defining constraints on the density:∫

a
s(x) = S[a] and

∫
b
s(x) = S[b] , (3.25)

so that we have a well defined max flow program for the individual regions A and B. On
the other hand, the right hand side of (3.23) involves an extra, possibly non-empty region,
ab\a ∪ b. The density there is not affected by the above constraints. A consistent choice for
the value of the integrated density on ab\a ∪ b should however, vanish when ab = a ∪ b. In
principle, a density satisfying only (3.25) could represent a valid entanglement density even
for ab in some particular situations. For instance, if ab\a∪ b = ∅ and subadditivity for a and
b is strictly saturated, then

∫
a∪b s(x) = S[a ∪ b] so s(x) will be a valid entanglement density

for a, b, and also ab. More generally, we can impose the following constraint:∫
ab\a∪b 6=∅

s(x) = S[ab]− S[a ∪ b] , (3.26)

so that s(x) would represent an entanglement density also for ab, in cases where subadditivity
for a and b is strictly saturated and ab\a ∪ b 6= ∅. Note that this last constraint is also self-
consistent, in the sense that its LHS and RHS vanish exactly when ab = a ∪ b. Interestingly,
any density satisfying (3.25) and (3.26) will imply subadditivity for the boundary theory. We
will now show this by explicit calculation.

Since any density s(x) that obeys (3.25) and (3.26) defines a convex program FAB, any
flow v ∈ FAB immediately satisfies the following inequality:

S[A] + S[B] ≥
∫
A
v +

∫
B
v =

∫
A∪B

v . (3.27)

Taking a flow of this program with maximum flux through A∪B and using the max flow-min
cut theorem we obtain:

S[A] + S[B] ≥ max
v∈FAB

∫
A∪B

v =
Area[∂̃ab]

4GN
+

∫
ab
s(x) , (3.28)

18Assuming a unique homology region for each boundary region.
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where we have introduced the notation ∂̃ab ≡ ∂ab\∂Σ. The density integral can be separated
into various bulk regions. Using the constraints (3.25) and (3.26) we obtain,∫

ab
s(x) =

∫
a∪b

s(x) +

∫
ab\a∪b

s(x) = S[a] + S[b] + S[ab]− S[a ∪ b] . (3.29)

Hence, subadditivity of bulk entropy (3.24) implies∫
ab
s(x) ≥ S[ab] . (3.30)

Plugging this into (3.28) leads to the subadditivity inequality of boundary entropies (3.23),
and this concludes our proof.

3.2.2 Strong subadditivity

Strong subadditivity states that given three non-overlapping regions A, B and C (A∩B = ∅,
A∩C = ∅ and B∩C = ∅) the following relation between the associated entanglement entropies
must be satisfied:

S[A ∪B] + S[B ∪ C] ≥ S[B] + S[A ∪B ∪ C] . (3.31)

The above statement can be equivalently written as

S[A1] + S[A2] ≥ S[A1 ∩A2] + S[A1 ∪A2] , (3.32)

with the following identifications

A1 = A ∪B, A2 = B ∪ C . (3.33)

We are now interested in proving the strong subadditivity inequality for boundary entropies
(3.31). We will follow the same logic as for subadditivity. Namely, we will assume that strong
subadditivity for bulk entropies hold (which must be true for any consistent quantum theory),
the nesting relations between bulk regions and a physically motivated choice of entanglement
density s(x) such that a set of the relevant entropies can be computed from a unique flow
program. As before, we start with strong subadditivity of the bulk regions of interest:

S[ab] + S[bc] ≥ S[ab ∩ bc] + S[ab ∪ bc] . (3.34)

which follows from (3.32) with the identifications A1 = ab, A2 = bc , where ab and bc are the
homology regions associated to A∪B and B∪C, respectively. Apart from the bulk regions ab
and bc involved in (3.34), the boundary equation (3.31) involves various other bulk regions,
which we will define below. The idea here is to find a minimum set of constraints of s(x)

over these extra regions and define a flow program that can be used to compute the relevant
entropies entering in the strong subadditivity inequality of boundary entropies.

Let us begin by studying the implications of EWN. First, notice that A ⊆ A∪B implies
a ⊆ ab; likewise B ⊆ A∪B and B ⊆ B ∪C imply b ⊆ ab and b ⊆ bc, respectively. These last
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two relations combined imply b ⊆ ab∩bc. Similarly, A∪B ⊆ A∪B∪C and B∪C ⊆ A∪B∪C
imply ab ⊆ abc and bc ⊆ abc, which in turns leads to ab∪bc ⊆ abc. Some of the above inclusion
relations are strict provided that the individual boundary regions A, B and C are non-empty;
others, on the other hand, can become equalities. This distinction will be relevant a bit later.

Next, we will exploit the above nested relations to divide various bulk regions into non-
overlapping parts. To do so, we start from the largest bulk region that we can define based on
the boundary regions A, B and C. This region is abc as implied by EWN. Then, we proceed
by dividing this bulk region into four parts, according to

abc = (abc\ab ∪ bc) ∪ (ab\bc) ∪ (bc\ab) ∪ (ab ∩ bc) . (3.35)

Similarly, we separate the bulk regions ab and bc into two parts each,

ab = (ab\bc) ∪ (ab ∩ bc) ,
bc = (bc\ab) ∪ (ab ∩ bc) . (3.36)

One of them, ab ∩ bc, is present in both, so we will have at least three non-overlapping bulk
regions. When necessary, we can further divide this intersection into two parts as

ab ∩ bc = [(ab ∩ bc)\b] ∪ b . (3.37)

We point out that the partitions of the above regions are possible given the inclusion relations
previously discussed. However, some of these regions could be empty. Assuming that the
individual boundary regions A, B and C are non-empty, the only regions involved in the
above partitions which could be empty are

(abc\ab ∪ bc) and [(ab ∩ bc)\b] . (3.38)

Now, recall that the boundary entropies appearing on the LHS of (3.31) include the
entropies associated to the bulk regions ab and bc. This motivates the following constraints
on the density s(x), ∫

ab
s(x) = S[ab] and

∫
bc
s(x) = S[bc] , (3.39)

so that we have a well defined max flow program for these regions. On the other hand, note
that from the decompositions in (3.36) it follows that any entanglement density s(x) defined
on those regions should satisfy the following equation:∫

ab
s(x) +

∫
bc
s(x) =

∫
ab∩bc

s(x) +

∫
ab∪bc

s(x) . (3.40)

This is true as each side of the equation covers the same regions the same number of times.
Now, bulk strong subadditivity (3.34) together with this last equation imply the following
constraint on the integrated density∫

ab∩bc
s(x) +

∫
ab∪bc

s(x) ≥ S[ab ∩ bc] + S[ab ∪ bc] . (3.41)
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Next, we need to compare the bulk entropies in the RHS of (3.41) with the bulk entropies
appearing on the RHS of the boundary strong subadditivity (3.31), i.e., S[b] + S[abc], to
determine what bulk regions we have left out. To do this, we simply rewrite the integrated
densities over these regions as∫

b
s(x) =

∫
ab∩bc

s(x)−
∫

(ab∩bc)\b
s(x) , (3.42)∫

abc
s(x) =

∫
ab∪bc

s(x) +

∫
abc\(ab∪bc)

s(x) . (3.43)

Thus we have generically two extra, non-empty regions whose integrated densities have not
been constrained so far. These regions are precisely the ones which can be empty in some con-
figurations, indicated in (3.38). A natural choice here is to impose the following constraints:∫

(ab∩bc)\b
s(x) = S[ab ∩ bc]− S[b] , (3.44)∫

abc\(ab∪bc)
s(x) = S[abc]− S[ab ∪ bc] , (3.45)

which can be deduced following the same logic as in the previous section. Notice that these
constraints are self-consistent. Namely, both sides of the two equations vanish whenever
ab ∩ bc = b and abc = ab ∪ bc, respectively.

With the above choices, i.e., for a density that satisfies (3.39), (3.44) and (3.45) we now
have a well defined program that can be used to test the boundary SSA inequality (3.31).
Note that any entanglement density that satisfies such constraints defines a convex program
FABC , and any flow in that program v ∈ FABC will satisfy

S[X] ≥
∫
X
v , (3.46)

where X ∈ {A∪B,B∪C}. As usual, the equality is saturated by maximizing the flux through
the corresponding region, i.e.,

S[X] = max
v∈FABC

∫
X
v . (3.47)

Now, for a flow v in this program we have that

S[A ∪B] + S[B ∪ C] ≥
∫
A∪B

v +

∫
B∪C

v =

∫
A∪B∪C

v +

∫
B
v , (3.48)

where in the last equation we have just rearranged the boundary regions. Next, we chose a
flow v which is a max flow for the boundary regions B and A ∪ B ∪ C simultaneously. This
is guaranteed to exist by the nesting property of max flows (see section 3.1.1), and leads to

S[A ∪B] + S[B ∪ C] ≥ max
v∈FABC

∫
A∪B∪C

v + max
v∈FABC

∫
B
v . (3.49)
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Using the max flow-min cut theorem, the RHS of the above equation yields

max
v∈FABC

∫
A∪B∪C

v + max
v∈FABC

∫
B
v =

Area[∂̃abc]

4GN
+

∫
abc
s(x) +

Area[∂̃b]

4GN
+

∫
b
s(x) . (3.50)

The integrated densities appearing on the RHS of the above equation are fixed by the con-
straints (3.39), (3.44) and (3.45). Decomposing each integral as in (3.42)-(3.43) and using
(3.40) it then follows that∫

abc
s(x) +

∫
b
s(x) = S[abc] + S[b] + S[ab] + S[bc]− S[ab ∪ bc]− S[ab ∩ bc] . (3.51)

Bulk strong subadditivity implies that the sum of the last four terms in (3.51) is non-negative
and thus we conclude that ∫

abc
s(x) +

∫
b
s(x) ≥ S[abc] + S[b] . (3.52)

Finally, plugging this inequality into (3.50) leads to the strong subadditivity inequality for
the boundary entropies (3.31). This concludes our proof.

3.3 The fate of holographic monogamy

In section 3.1.2 we presented a quantum max multiflow theorem and its proof. Akin to the
classical case, in which the monogamy of mutual information can be seen as a straightforward
consequence of the max multiflow theorem, it is natural to ask whether this is also the case
for the quantum version. Of course, it is not expected that the monogamy will hold at O(G0

N )

generically, since it is only at infinite c that such a property can be derived from geometric
arguments. However, it should be interesting to understand if there are special conditions on
the bulk entropies that would imply such a property at next-to-leading order, as this could
provide hints to discriminate between CFTs with potential semi-classical duals. This question
becomes relevant in scenarios of double holography, where the corrections to the entanglement
entropy formula come from a similar area-like term in the second holographic layer, thus
obeying the monogamy property. Indeed, in this section we will show that for a certain
natural choice of entanglement densities we can derive the monogamy property at O(G0

N ),
provided one imposes an extra condition on the max multiflow bundle of entropy densities
{sij(x)}. Such a feature is in line with their interpretation as bulk EPR-like entanglement
and it can be shown to be equivalent to requiring the monogamy of bulk entropies.

Following the notation of section 3.1.2 we separate the full bit thread bundle into its
homogeneous and inhomogeneous components {vij} = {vh

ij} + {vi
ij}, with the additional

requirement of minimality on {vi
ij}. In analogy with the classical counterpart, the {vh

ij}
component is known to imply the monogamy property on the effective manifold obtained
after the collapsing process has been carried out on the minimal {vi

ij} component, following
the procedure of [64]. However, there is no similar statement for the quantum component
{vi
ij}, in other words, carrying out the same analysis to this component does not imply an
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analogue for bulk entropy monogamy. The issue boils down to the fact that {vi
ij} does not

obey a geometric constraint as the {vh
ij} does. We will derive under which conditions the full

{vij} is such that the boundary entropies obey the monogamy property.
We will follow the strategy of [64] for the derivation of the classical MMI. Given a max

multiflow bundle {vij} on Σ such that ∂Σ is separated into four regions {A,B,C,D} we
construct the following flows:

u1 = vAC + vAD + vBC + vBD =
1

2
(vA + vB − vC − vD) ,

u2 = vAB + vAD + vCB + vCD =
1

2
(vA − vB + vC − vD) ,

u3 = vBA + vBD + vCA + vCD =
1

2
(−vA + vB + vC − vD) . (3.53)

Each of these flows will have an associated density s̄i(x) built from the bundle of densities
{sij} associated to the flow bundle {vij} which appears on the quantum max multi-flow
construction. Essentially, we superpose the sources as dictated by the combinations appearing
in (3.53). Writing down those densities explicitly, we obtain:

s̄1(x) = sac(x) + sad(x) + sbc(x) + sbd(x) ,

s̄2(x) = sab(x) + sad(x) + scb(x) + scd(x) ,

s̄3(x) = sba(x) + sbd(x) + sca(x) + scd(x) . (3.54)

Following the procedure outlined in [64] we would need to compare the flux of u1 through
region AB with S[AB]. For that comparison to be useful, one should be able to embed the
flow u1 in a manifold with an entanglement density for both ab and a∪ b (a priori the density
s̄1(x) does not satisfy that property). The embedding property is required so that S[AB] can
be obtained as a max flow in such a manifold with the prescribed density. Inspired by the
density constructions from the previous sections, we construct an s1 on Σ that obeys∫

ab\a∪b
s1 = S[ab]− S[a ∪ b] and

∫
a∪b

s1 = S[a ∪ b] , (3.55)

so that s1 is an entanglement density for a ∪ b and ab simultaneously. We can additionally
define s1 to agree with s̄1 on the complement of ab, (ab)c. Below, we will use s̄1 as an explicit
example, though, everything can be straightforwardly generalized to s̄2 and s̄3.

We will impose the following constraint on s̄1:∫
a∪b

s̄1 ≤ S[a ∪ b] and

∫
ab\a∪b

s̄1 ≤ S[ab]− S[a ∪ b] . (3.56)

Notice that if this is the case, then one can embed the flow u1 into the density s1 in the
following way. First, we identify the sources described by s̄1 with the ones in s1 leaving
behind some net positive sources in the regions a∪ b and ab\a∪ b as allowed by (3.56). Since
the defining property of s1 only fix the integrated values on those regions (3.55), we can chose
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the remaining unpaired sources to be strictly positive. We can always do this embedding
no matter what the classical threads in u1 do (in particular, u1 could saturate the norm
bound at the associated min-cut). This is so because one can always increase the flux of a
given u1 through the region AB by adding the extra quantum threads needed to pair with
the remaining positive sources present in s1 inside the associated homology region without
affecting the classical configuration. As a result, we have the inequality∫

AB
u1 ≤ max

v∈FAB

∫
AB

v = S[AB] , (3.57)

valid for any u1 which is the result we were after.19 Although we needed to embed u1 into s1

for the above inequality to hold, once we have this result we can think of u1 as being a flow
associated with the pair (Σ, s̄1). This will be essential in the next constructions since in this
way the flows come together with their sources and can be superposed.

Now, let us explore what are the limitations put by the constraints in (3.56). From the
explicit construction of {sij} outlined in section 3.1.2, one finds that the bundle of densities
have support on ∪iai and, therefore, the same is true for the {s̄i}. This means that, in such
cases, the left hand side of the second inequality in (3.56) equals zero and thus one would be
limited to situations in which

S[ab] ≥ S[a ∪ b] , (3.58)

for the above embedding to hold.20 We will assume this since that construction of the {sij}
will be our prototypical example. Additionally, we can assume that each sij has support only
on the region ai ∪ aj .

The first inequality in (3.56) also puts an important constraint, which we will now analyze
in detail. First, from the defining properties of the {sij} we have

S[a] =

∫
a

(sab + sac + sad) ,

S[b] =

∫
b
(sba + sbc + sbd) ,

S[c] =

∫
c
(sca + scb + scd) . (3.59)

Plugging (3.54) into (3.56) and using the above relations we get

S[a] + S[b]−
∫
a
sab −

∫
b
sba ≤ S[a ∪ b] , (3.60)

19The potential difficulties present when trying to embed u1 in s1 arise only when the threads in u1 are
close to saturating the min-cut associated to AB, otherwise, we can always do the embedding. In other words
we can always add the needed quantum threads without the risk of saturating the min-cut. This situation
will only happen in the vicinity of a phase transition. Away from these situations our quantum max-multiflow
would imply MMI without the need of constraints (3.56) and their analogues for s̄2 and s̄3

20This condition is only relevant if the dominant homology region is ab 6= a ∪ b.
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which can be rewritten as

I[a : b] ≤
∫
a
sab +

∫
b
sba . (3.61)

This is an interesting constraint. It presents a bound on the bulk mutual information between
two regions in terms of the components of the density bundle that contributes to the bulk
entropies of only those regions. In fact, this inequality is not new in the bit thread literature.
For classical bit threads, the classical max multiflow theorem implies a similar bound for the
boundary mutual information in terms of the flux of the flow components connecting the
associated boundary regions:

I[A : B] ≤
∫
A
vAB +

∫
B
vBA . (3.62)

The analogy is more explicit if one thinks of the bulk entropy densities as coming from an
emergent geometric setup, in other words, if one thinks of it as in a double holographic
scenario. In that case the entropy densities corresponds to the endpoints of some thread
configuration that extend in the extra dimension and thus obey the max multiflow theorem
which imply the existence of the bundle of entropy densities {sij}. Since these densities come
from a geometric setup, then, the bulk entropy of the combined region S[a∪ b] will bound the
integrated density of any configuration (from the double holography perspective it bounds
the flux on any flow through the region a∪ b). In particular, for the one provided by the max
multiflow construction, this implies

S[a ∪ b] ≥
∫
a∪b

(sac + sad + sbc + sbd) , (3.63)

which is the same as (3.60) using (3.59). Thus the bound (3.61) would be guaranteed provided
the bulk entropy densities can be obtained geometrically.

Generalizing the above analysis for u2 and u3, and assuming the relevant homology regions
associated to AB, AC and BC are a∪ b, a∪ c and b∪ c (or that the inequality (3.58) and the
analogue for a ∪ c and b ∪ c holds), we will have:∫

AB
u1 ≤ S[AB],

∫
AC

u2 ≤ S[AC] ,

∫
BC

u3 ≤ S[BC] , (3.64)

provided the following conditions hold

I[a : b] ≤
∫
a
sab +

∫
b
sba , I[a : c] ≤

∫
a
sac +

∫
c
sca , I[b : c] ≤

∫
b
sbc +

∫
c
scb . (3.65)

These bounds together imply the monogamy of mutual information for the bulk entropies,

S[a ∪ b] + S[a ∪ c] + S[b ∪ c] ≥ S[a] + S[b] + S[c] + S[a ∪ b ∪ c] , (3.66)

where in the last line we have change the constraint on the bundle that reproduces S[d] to
reproduce instead S[a∪b∪c]. This is due to fact that in our case the bulk state on a∪b∪c∪d
is not pure. In other words, we imposed

S[a ∪ b ∪ c] =

∫
a∪b∪c

(sad + sbd + scd) instead of S[d] =

∫
d

(sda + sdb + sdc) . (3.67)
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The monogamy of bulk entropy is a necessary condition, but from our current derivation it
does not seem to be a sufficient one. The geometrization of the bulk entropies, on the other
hand, is clearly sufficient but may not be necessary in general as argued in footnote 19.

Finally, let us prove boundary monogamy under the above assumptions and constraints.
We start by adding the inequalities (3.64) using the relations (3.53), which results in

S[AB] + S[AC] + S[BC] ≥
∫
A
vA +

∫
B
vB +

∫
C
vC −

∫
ABC

vD . (3.68)

The first three integrals on the right hand side equal their associated boundary entropies by
the quantum max multiflow theorem. Now, let us work out the last term

−
∫
ABC

vD = −
∫
ABC

vi
D −

∫
ABC

vh
D . (3.69)

The flux of the homogeneous component on ABC equals minus the flux of the homogeneous
component of its complement, which in this case is D. Hence

−
∫
ABC

vh
D =

∫
D
vh
D = Scl[D] = Scl[ABC] . (3.70)

The flux of the inhomogeneous part is

−
∫
ABC

vi
D = −

∫
a∪b∪c

(sda + sdb + sdc) =

∫
a∪b∪c

(sad + sbd + scd) = S[a ∪ b ∪ c] , (3.71)

where we used our modified constraint (3.67) and the antisymmetry of the entropy bundle.
Combining (3.70) and (3.71) and plugging them in (3.68) we arrive at

S[AB] + S[AC] + S[BC] ≥ S[A] + S[B] + S[C] + S[ABC] (3.72)

which is the monogamy of mutual information.

4 Perturbative states and Iyer-Wald formalism

Using tools of convex optimization, we have shown that the quantum corrections to the RT
formula can be described in terms of a program involving maximizing the flux of a vector
field v with non-trivial sources (2.24). In this section we will present an application of this
prescription to the program of gravitation from entanglement, started in the seminal papers
[95, 96] and extended in various directions in [33–40]. The key idea of this program is to obtain
gravitational dynamics from the laws of entanglement entropy in the dual CFT. In [76], these
ideas were employed in the context of bit threads. Exploiting the non-uniqueness property
of bit threads, [76] showed that imposing bulk locality singles out a flow configuration that
encodes linearized Einstein’s equation for perturbative excited states!

Following [76], here we study in detail the quantum bit thread prescription for the case
of perturbative semi-classical states. We will show that the canonical bit thread construction
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based on the Iyer-Wald formalism, proposed in [76], will naturally incorporate the leading GN
corrections. In particular, we will show that the linearized semi-classical Einstein’s equations
with sources will be automatically encoded in the perturbed thread configuration.

The Iyer-Wald formalism is naturally expressed in term of differential forms. Therefore,
we will start in section 4.1 by giving a very brief overview on how to deal with bit threads
in this language and how to translate the different expressions between vector fields and
differential forms. Later in section 4.2 we will analyze in detail the case of perturbative
excited states and explain how the Iyer-Wald formalism comes into play.

4.1 The language of differential forms

The translation of bit threads in terms of differential forms was first presented [63]. Here it
was introduced as a way of dealing with the max flow-min cut theorem for null hypersurfaces
Σ, which have degenerate metrics (i.e., with det g = 0), rendering the norm bound ill-defined.
More recently, this formalism was spelled out in more detail in [76], which introduced the
language as a way to get rid of the explicit metric dependence and make the property of bulk
locality explicit. Below, we will give a brief summary of the main entries of this dictionary.
Along the way, we will emphasize the role of the leading GN corrections and the differences
between the classical and quantum prescriptions. We refer the reader to [76] for further details
and more detailed explanations about the various statements on differential geometry.

Map between vector fields and forms

In the presence of a metric, a vector field v map to a (d− 1)−form w,

va = gab(?w)b , (?w)b ≡
1

(d− 1)!

√
g wa1...ad−1εa1...ad−1b , (4.1)

In the above, ?w represents the Hodge star dual of w and εa1...ad is the totally antisymmetric
Levi-Civita symbol, with sign convention εi1...id−1z = 1. All the indices are raised with the
Riemannian metric gab, whose determinant is denoted by g. The inverse relation is given by

w =
1

(d− 1)!
εa1...ad−1b v

b dxa1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxad−1 , (4.2)

or, in terms of components,

wa1...ad−1
= εa1...ad−1bv

b . (4.3)

Here εa1...ad are the components of the natural volume form ε,

ε =
1

d!
εa1...addx

a1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxad , (4.4)

which are proportional to the components of the Levi-Civita symbol but are normalized such
that εa1...ad =

√
gεa1...ad . Now, taking the exterior derivative of w we find

dw = (∇ava) ε . (4.5)
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This means that divergenceless vector fields are mapped to closed (d − 1)−forms, which is
relevant to the description of classical bit threads. In the quantum version, we do not need
to impose the closedness condition. In fact, the new program (2.24) requires that

dw = −4GNs(x)ε , (4.6)

so the closedness condition is violated already at linear order in GN .21

Gauss’s law and homology condition

It is also convenient to write down a formula for the restriction of w on a codimension-one
surface Γ. To do so, notice that the volume d−form ε induces a volume (d− 1)−form ε̃ on Γ,

εa1...ad−1b = d ε̃[a1...ad−1
nb] , (4.7)

where n is the unit normal to Γ. In terms of this lower-dimensional form, we can thus write

w|Γ = (nav
a)ε̃ . (4.8)

With the above ingredients we can now consider Gauss’s theorem applied to the bulk region
ΣA with ∂ΣA = A ∪ γA (γA ∼ A):∫

ΣA

∇avaε = −4GN

∫
ΣA

s(x)ε =

∫
∂ΣA

(nav
a) ε̃ =

∫
γA

(nav
a) ε̃−

∫
A

(nav
a) ε̃ , (4.9)

which leads to the homology condition∫
A

(nav
a) ε̃ =

∫
γA

(nav
a) ε̃+ 4GNSbulk(ΣA) . (4.10)

We can arrive to an analogous statement in the language of forms. Using Stoke’s theorem:∫
ΣA

dw = −4GN

∫
ΣA

s(x)ε =

∫
∂ΣA

w =

∫
γA

w −
∫
A
w , (4.11)

which leads to ∫
A
w =

∫
γA

w + 4GNSbulk(ΣA) . (4.12)

In summary, since the closedness condition is violated by quantum corrections (4.6), Gauss’s
law picks up a volume term that captures the sources of entanglement in the bulk. The
integral over these sources yield Sbulk(ΣA), hence, the surface integrals over A and γA end up
differing precisely by this factor, which is of order O(GN ).

21This condition could be equivalently expressed in terms of “generalized calibrations” [62]. We thank Eoin
Colgáin for bringing this point to our attention.
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Max flow-min cut theorem and quantum corrections

Finally, we can translate the max flow-min cut theorem in terms of differential forms and
rewrite the quantum corrected dual program in this language. First, notice that the form w

evaluated on any codimension-one hypersurface γA is bounded by its natural volume form ε̃,∫
γA

w =

∫
γA

(nav
a) ε̃ ≤

∫
γA

ε̃ . (4.13)

This inequality is a consequence of the norm bound, |v| ≤ 1. In terms of differential forms
the latter can be written as

〈w,w〉g ≤ 1 , (4.14)

where 〈·,·〉g denotes the inner product in the presence of a metric

〈x,y〉g =
1

(d− 1)!
ga1b1 · · · gad−1bd−1xa1...ad−1

yb1...bd−1
. (4.15)

It also implies that an optimal form w∗, which saturates the inequality in (4.13), should be
equivalent to volume form ε̃ at the surface γA, i.e.,

w∗|γA = ε̃|γA . (4.16)

Now, we add 4GNSbulk(ΣA) to both sides of the inequality (4.13) and use the homology
condition (4.12) to write ∫

A
w ≤

∫
γA

ε̃+ 4GNSbulk(ΣA) , (4.17)

so that the LHS no longer makes reference to the surface γA. The max flow-min cut theorem is
obtained by maximizing the LHS of (4.13) and minimizing its RHS for arbitrary homologous
surfaces γA. This leads to

max
w∈W

∫
A
w = min

γA∼A

(∫
γA

ε̃+ 4GNSbulk(ΣA)

)
, (4.18)

where W is the set of forms obeying (4.6) and (4.14). The RHS of this equation looks like
the QES prescription. However, we need to point out that the condition (4.6) implies that a
local s(x) is known, and is associated with the γA that arises from the minimization in the
RHS. To avoid circular reasoning we must therefore relax the second step and drop the Sbulk

term from the minimization, i.e.,

max
w∈W

∫
A
w = min

γA

∫
γA

ε̃+ 4GNSbulk(ΣA) , (4.19)

which can be justified if GN is perturbatively small. The RHS of (4.19) now looks like the
FLM formula which yields the first correction in GN over the RT formula. Alternatively,
we can keep the full minimization in (4.18) but bearing in mind that the results are only
valid at leading order in GN . This can be done consistently, as was explained in the previous
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section. In fact, there are good reasons do do so, since the FLM and QES prescriptions can
give different results at this order in situations close to a phase transition and only the latter
that gives the correct result there. Putting everything together, then, we arrive at

SA =
1

4GN
max
w∈W

∫
A
w , W = {w | dw = −4GNs(x)ε , 〈w,w〉g ≤ 1} . (4.20)

This is the differential form version of the max-flux formula (2.24).

4.1.1 Perturbative quantum states

Let us now consider the class of perturbative excited states |ψ〉CFT with semi-classical gravity
duals. This kind of states can be described in the bulk by specifying a pair {M, |ψ〉bulk}
consisting of a classical manifold M and a bulk quantum state living on this manifold |ψ〉bulk.
The quantum fields in the bulk will generally be in an excited state as well, so they will
induce a non trivial stress tensor 〈ψ|T bulk

µν |ψ〉 6= 0, which enters as a source of the semi-
classical Einstein’s equations

Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν + Λgµν = 8πGN 〈ψ|T bulk

µν |ψ〉 . (4.21)

For perturbative excited states, however, the energy of the bulk fields is not very large and
we can treat the backreaction perturbatively,

gµν = g(0)
µν + δgµν , (4.22)

where g(0)
µν is the metric of pure AdS and δgµν is the first order correction. Even though (4.22)

can be regarded as a linear perturbation of the metric, we emphasize that the perturbative
states we are considering here are very different in nature to the states that were studied in
[76]. The main difference is that the states considered in that paper were dual to classical
vacuum perturbations in the bulk, implying that 〈T bulk

µν 〉 = 0 and δgµν ∼ O(G0
N ). In our case,

however, δgµν is understood to arise as a result of the backreaction due to the quantum fields,
so we expect δgµν ∼ O(GN ).22 Another point to emphasize is that, given a stress tensor
in the bulk 〈T bulk

µν 〉, δgµν is not uniquely determined, as we can always add a homogeneous
solution of the linearized equations of motion δg

(H)
µν to a particular inhomogeneous solution

δg
(I)
µν , i.e., δgµν → δg

(I)
µν + δg

(H)
µν and it will still satisfy the same equations. However, if we

impose proper boundary conditions on ∂M , then the combination δg(I)
µν + δg

(H)
µν indeed turns

out to be unique. This will be important for the discussion below, specifically, for the claims
addressing the existence and uniqueness of the proposed canonical thread configurations.

Now, given the above information, i.e., a manifold M with metric g(0)
µν + δgµν and a bulk

state |ψ〉bulk, we would now like to understand the implications for the max flux problem. We
will denote a solution to such problem as w, and split it as

w = w(0) + δw , (4.23)
22For both kind of states we still require that δgµν � g

(0)
µν , but the difference is the nature of the “small

parameters” in which the perturbation expansions are carried out.
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where w(0) is the solution of the max flux problem in the pure AdS case (or GN → 0 limit)
and δw is the perturbation, which we can expect to be of order O(GN ). Now, the condition
(4.6) implies

d(w(0) + δw) = −4GNs(x)ε , (4.24)

which can be split as
dw(0) = 0 , d(δw) = −4GNs(x)ε . (4.25)

Similar to the metric, δw can only be specified once we impose a boundary condition on
∂M . The reason is that without such a boundary condition one can always add a closed form
and write a more general solution as δw = δw(I) + δw(H), with d(δw(I)) = −4GNs(x)ε and
d(δw(H)) = 0. On the other hand, the minimal surface γA does not change at first order in
the perturbation. Since this is a bottle-neck for the flow, w is fixed at its location according
to (4.16), i.e.,

(w(0) + δw)|γA = ε̃|γA = (ε̃(0) + δε̃)|γA , (4.26)

which, similarly, can be split as

w(0)|γA = ε̃(0)|γA , δw|γA = δε̃|γA , (4.27)

Finally, the norm bound (4.14) translates into

〈w(0),w(0)〉g +
[
2〈w(0), δw〉g + 〈w(0),w(0)〉δg

]
≤ 1 , (4.28)

where 〈·,·〉g is the usual inner product defined in (4.15) and 〈·,·〉δg denotes

〈x,y〉δg =
1

(d− 1)!
δ(ga1b1 . . . gad−1bd−1)xa1...ad−1

yb1...bd−1
. (4.29)

The leading order term in (4.28) satisfies

〈w(0),w(0)〉g ≤ 1 . (4.30)

This bound it is already saturated (at least) at the location of the bulk bottle-neck γA. The
second term is suppressed by a factor of order O(GN ) so it is clear that (4.28) it is only in
danger whenever (4.30) is saturated or very close to saturation. In general, the norm bound
will typically depend on w(0) so a priori it seems unlikely that a generic δw obeying (4.25)
and (4.27) could satisfy (4.28) independent of w(0). Fortunately, (4.27) already implies that
the bracket in (4.28) vanishes at γA so it is possible to satisfy (4.28) provided we pick a w(0)

that decays rapidly away from the minimal surface [76]. In the remaining part of this section
we will show that, in fact, the Iyer-Wald formalism provides a concrete realization for δw
satisfying all the above conditions.
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4.2 Canonical bit threads from Iyer-Wald

One of the most exciting developments in the context of AdS/CFT is the program of grav-
itation from entanglement, initiated in the seminal papers [95, 96]. This program aims to
connect the dynamical equations of motion in the bulk, i.e., the Einstein’s equations, with
the laws that govern the dynamics of entanglement entropy in the dual CFT. This map was
initially proved at the linearized level, by directly comparing the equations in both sides and
making use of the known entries of the AdS/CFT dictionary [95]. A more elegant proof of
this map was worked out in [96] using the Iyer-Wald formalism, which is well-known for rel-
ativists and is widely used in the context of black hole thermodynamics. More recently, this
program was developed and extended in various directions in [33–40] and was translated into
the language of bit threads in [76], in the regime where quantum corrections are suppressed.
The outcome of this work was a concrete proposal for a bit thread configuration that satisfies
all the requirements for a divegenceless flow and make use of the property of bulk locality,
encoding gravitational Einstein’s equations linearized over AdS. Among other things, the [76]
showed that such a canonical choice for the thread configuration could be used efficiently
for the problem of bulk reconstruction, giving rise to explicit formulas for the metric as the
inverse of certain operator that can be specified entirely from CFT data.

In this section we will show that the framework developed in [76] can, in fact, accommo-
date for the leading GN corrections when considering semi-classical states in the bulk. We
will take inspiration from [33] which already extended the results of [96] to include the leading
quantum corrections, hence, showing that the semi-classical Einstein’s equations universally
coupled to matter emerge from the dynamics of entanglement entropy in the boundary CFT.
We will show that, in the context of quantum bit threads, this statement translates into a
specific proposal for a bit thread configuration that encodes the leading quantum corrections
while making use of the property of bulk locality.

4.2.1 Classical excited states and vacuum Einstein’s equations

Let us start by reviewing the main results of [76], regarding. In general QFTs (holographic
or not), for small perturbations over a reference state, ρ = ρ(0) + δρ, entanglement entropy
satisfies the so-called first law of entanglement,

δSA = δ〈HA〉 , (4.31)

where 〈·〉 represents the expectation value of the operator in the respective quantum state and
HA is known as the entanglement or modular Hamiltonian. The latter operator is formally
related to the reduced density matrix ρA = trĀ[ρ] through

ρA =
e−HA

tr[e−HA ]
. (4.32)

However, there are very few instances in which (4.32) can be explicitly solved to obtain HA.
A simple case where such inversion is possible is when A is taken to be half-space, say x1 > 0,
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and ρ corresponds to the vacuum state of the QFT. In this case HA corresponds to the
generator of time-translations associated with a family of Rindler observers that can perform
measurements in the region x1 > 0 [97, 98]

HA = 2π

∫
A
x1 T00(t, ~x) dd−1x . (4.33)

For generic CFTs, this setup can be conformally mapped to the case where A is a ball of
radius R, centered at an arbitrary point ~x = ~xc, in which case [99, 100]

HA = 2π

∫
A

R2 − (~x− ~xc)2

2R
T00(t, ~x) dd−1x . (4.34)

Again, in this case HA can be interpreted as the generator of time-translations for a particular
class of Rindler observers that have only access to the interior of the ball. This means that,
at least for these special cases, (4.31) can be recast as a thermodynamic first law,

δSA = δEA , (4.35)

where δEA is some energy associated with the subsystem A. The key distinction here is
that (4.31) applies more generally, i.e., it does not require that we are varying to a nearby
equilibrium state. It is an exact quantum relation rather than a thermodynamic one.

The main insight of [95, 96] was to show that the first law (4.31), applied to a family of
ball-shaped regions in the boundary, is in one-to-one correspondence with the homogeneous
Einstein’s equations in the bulk, linearized over pure AdS. The key ingredient of their proof
(in the language of [96]) was to show that there is a (d− 1)−form χ̃ which satisfies∫

A
χ̃ = δ〈HA〉 = δEgrav

A ,

∫
γA

χ̃ =
1

4GN

∫
γA

δε̃ = δSgrav
A , (4.36)

and
dχ̃ = −2ξµδEgµνε

ν , (4.37)

where δEgrav
A and δSgrav

A are the gravitational versions of the quantities δEA and δSA in
(4.35) that arise upon applying the holographic dictionary, δEgµν are the linearized version of
Einstein’s equations without any bulk matter, i.e.,

Egµν =
1√
−g

δSg
δgµν

, Sg ≡
1

16πGN

∫
dd+1x

√
−g(R− 2Λ) , (4.38)

εν is the volume form on Σ, and ξµ is a time-like conformal Killing vector given by (in Poincaré
coordinates)

ξ = −2π

R
(t− t0) [z∂z + (xi − xi0)∂i] +

π

R
[R2 − z2 − (t− t0)2 − (~x− ~x0)2]∂t . (4.39)

When considering on-shell perturbations, one has that δEgµν = 0 which implies that χ̃ is
closed. Stoke’s theorem then implies that the first law of entanglement is satisfied, δSgrav

A =
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δEgrav
A . Conversely, starting from the first law of entanglement and using Stoke’s theorem

one finds that dχ̃ integrates to zero in the bulk region bounded by A ∪ γA. Considering all
possible balls A in all Lorentz frames then leads to δEgµν = 0 at each bulk point [96], i.e., the
linearized Einstein’s equations without matter.

The above observations led to the proposal that χ̃ could be a good object to consider for
the construction of the perturbed (d − 1)−form δw. More specifically, [76] argued that we
could identify

δw = 4GN χ̃ , (4.40)

when considering perturbations of AdS without matter. This proposal for δw immediately
satisfy two of the required properties: i) the fact that d(δw) = 0, at least for on-shell vacuum
perturbations, and ii) the fact that it satisfies the boundary condition (4.26), implied by
the second equation in (4.36). The final condition that still needed to be checked was the
norm bound (4.28). However, [76] showed that there always exists a generic (d − 1)−form
w(0) that implies the latter. The specific w(0) considered in that paper was an example of a
geodesic flow, constructed originally in [67]. Indeed, such solutions have the special property
of decaying fast enough away from the minimal surface γA so that (4.28) is guaranteed for all
points in M . Notice that, the fact that δw is closed only when we are dealing with on-shell
vacuum perturbations implies that d(δw) = 0 secretly encodes the Einstein’s equations of
motion, which is a nice property of this particular construction. In particular, [76] showed
that this feature could be exploited to address the question of metric reconstruction for excited
states, eluding various limitations of alternative methods.

As a final remark, we emphasize that (4.40) is strictly valid for classical perturbative
excited states with no sources in the bulk. In this case we have assumed that δgµν � g

(0)
µν

but δgµν is taken to be of order O(G0
N ). In the next section we will analyze what happens

for semi-classical perturbative excited states. In that case we will also have that δgµν � g
(0)
µν

but now with δgµν ∼ O(GN ). Hence, besides the area term for δS(grav)
A appearing in (4.36),

we will also need to include an additional term that enters at the same order, which is due to
the entanglement entropy of bulk fields. Before proceeding with this analysis, let us first offer
a couple of comments that will help to clarify the physical meaning of (4.40) and highlight
the role of the Iyer-Wald formalism. This will in turn shed light on the generalization of this
result for the semi-classical states that we will consider next.

First, we point out that Killing vector ξ has a bifurcate horizon precisely at γA, which in
Poincaré coordinates is given by the collection of points on a hemisphere of radius R,

γA = {(z, ~x) |R2 = z2 + |~x|2} . (4.41)

The flow associated to this Killing vector corresponds to a natural class of Rindler observers
in the CFT associated with the region A and a corresponding class of bulk observers for
which the horizon γA represents the boundary of their knowledge of the bulk state. In fact,
a specific conformal transformation (known as the CHM map [100]) maps the interior of the
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entanglement wedge associated with A to the exterior of an hyperbolic black hole in AdS. In
this conformal frame the killing vector ξ coincides with the generator of time translations ∂τ ,
so the first law of entanglement (4.35) translates literally into the first law of thermodynamics
for this black hole. Following Iyer and Wald [101–103], then, one can expect to understand
such a first law as a result of applying Noether’s theorem for the Killing symmetry generated
by ξ. Indeed, by doing so one ends up defining the (d− 1)−form

χ = − 1

16πGN
[δ(∇µξνεµν) + ξνεµν(∇σδgµσ +∇µδgσσ)] , (4.42)

where δgµν denotes the metric perturbation, as in (4.22), and εµν is the volume (d− 1)−form

εµν =
1

(d− 1)!
εµνσ3···σd+1

dxσ3 ∧ · · · ∧ dxσd+1 , (4.43)

with εzti1···id−1
=
√
−g. To get a handle on the above(d− 1)−form, it is useful to completely

fix the gauge for the metric perturbations and specialize χ to a Cauchy slice Σ containing
the bifurcate horizon γA. For instance, working in the Fefferman-Graham gauge, where
hµν = zd−2Hµν (for µ, ν ∈ {0, i}) and hzz = hzµ = 0 (in Poincaré coordinates), and taking Σ

to be the t = t0 slice, one obtains the (d− 1)−form

χ|Σ ≡ χ̃ =
zd

16πGN

{
εtz

[(
2πz

R
+
d

z
ξt + ξt∂z

)
H i

i

]
+

+εti

[(
2π(xi − xi0)

R
+ ξt∂i

)
Hj

j −

(
2π(xj − xj0)

R
+ ξt∂j

)
H i

j

]}
. (4.44)

With (4.44) at hand, is then easy to check that both equations in (4.36) are indeed satisfied.
Notice that in the Iyer-Wald formalism Sgrav

A is interpreted as the Noether charge associated
with the Killing symmetry generated by ξ.

4.2.2 Quantum excited states and semi-classical Einstein’s equations

Let us now discuss how to deal with semi-classical bulk states. Our discussion will follow
closely [33] which used the results of [96] to investigate this kind of states, and showed that
the semi-classical Einstein’s equations universally coupled to matter (4.21) emerge from the
same CFT equation (4.35). Our task is then to review their argument and rewrite it in the
language of quantum bit threads.

As in [96], it will be important to make sure to include all subleading terms that enter at
the first subleading order in the perturbation for the various entries of the holographic dictio-
nary. We will start by discussing the expected corrections for δSgrav

A and δEgrav
A , respectively,

and then move to the argument for the semi-classical Einstein’s equations.

i) Dictionary for δSgrav
A

There are two contributions to δSgrav
A , one due to the change in the area and another one due

to the entanglement of bulk fields, both of which are of order O(G0
N ). To understand this,
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let us recall that the class of CFT states that we are considering are described in the bulk
by a classical manifold M and a bulk quantum state living on this manifold |ψ〉bulk. We are
specifically interested on the case of perturbative excited states. Working directly within the
bulk Hilbert space, this means that we want to focus on states of the form

|ψ〉bulk = |0〉+ λ
∑
ki

(ck1a
†
k1

+ ck1k2a
†
k1
a†k2

+ · · · )|0〉 , (4.45)

where a†ki are creation operators and λ is the small parameter defining the infinitesimal
variation. In this case, it can be shown that the bulk stress energy tensor receives contributions
that are of order O(λ). In particular, the quadratic part will include terms of the form
a†k1

a†k2
and ak1ak2 , in addition to ak1a

†
k2

terms, so its expectation value will be in general
nonvanishing,

〈ψ|T bulk
µν |ψ〉 6= 0 . (4.46)

This stress energy tensor will enter as a source of the semi-classical Einstein’s equations
(4.21) and thus, the backreaction will induce a change in the metric according to (4.22), i.e.,
gµν = g

(0)
µν + δgµν , with δgµν ∼ O(GN ). The surface γA will not change at linear order in

the perturbation, however, the volume form will change according to ε = ε(0) + δε, with
δε ∼ O(GN ), and similarly for its projection on γA, ε|γA = ε̃ = ε̃(0) + δε̃. This will induce a
correction to the area

Area(γA) =

∫
γA

ε̃ =

∫
γA

ε̃(0) +

∫
γA

δε̃ , (4.47)

so that
δArea(γA)

4GN
=

1

4GN

∫
γA

δε̃ ∼ O(G0
N ) . (4.48)

We note that for the classical perturbative states considered in the previous section the
correction in the area in (4.48) is instead of order O(1/GN ). Hence, the bulk entanglement
entropy, which is of order O(G0

N ), is highly suppressed and can be sensibly neglected. How-
ever, for semi-classical states both terms enter at the same order in a GN expansion, i.e.,
O(G0

N ), and one should correct the dictionary so that

δSgrav
A =

δArea(γA)

4GN
+ δSbulk(ΣA) =

1

4GN

∫
γA

δε̃+ δSbulk(ΣA) . (4.49)

In addition, we will exploit the fact that, for bulk regions with a local modular Hamiltonian,
the bulk entropy can be computed as

δSbulk = 〈K̂bulk〉 =

∫
ΣA

ξµ〈T bulk
µν (x)〉εν . (4.50)

Together with (4.49), this implies that

δSgrav
A =

1

4GN

∫
γA

δε̃+

∫
ΣA

ξµ〈T bulk
µν (x)〉εν , (4.51)

or, in terms of the form χ̃ defined via the Iyer-Wald formalism,

δSgrav
A =

∫
γA

χ̃+

∫
ΣA

ξµ〈T bulk
µν (x)〉εν . (4.52)
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ii) Dictionary for δEgrav
A

It can be shown that the expression for 〈TCFT
αβ 〉, and hence δEgrav

A , remain unaffected as long
as we restrict to bulk perturbations that decay quick enough near the boundary, which we
will assume for the sake of simplicity. To see this, we need to do a precise near-boundary
analysis for the theory we are interested in. As a concrete example, let us consider a scalar
field theory minimally coupled to Einstein gravity,

S =
1

16πGN

∫
dd+1x

√
−g
[
R+

d(d− 1)

L2

]
−
∫
dd+1x

√
−g
[

1

2
(∂φ)2 +

m2

2
φ2

]
. (4.53)

The mass of the scalar field m can be related to the conformal dimension of the dual operator
O∆. In the standard quantization, this relation is given by

∆ =
d+
√
d2 + 4m2L2

2
. (4.54)

In the quantization of the scalar field one needs to impose boundary conditions for the wave
functions, which can be done by specifying the coefficient of the non-normalizable mode

φ|∂M → φd−∆z
d−∆ . (4.55)

Killing off the source term, i.e., setting φd−∆ = 0, then leads to wave functions φk that decay
as slowly as possible near the boundary, i.e., φk ∼ O(z∆). The subindex k here denotes
collectively a set of quantum numbers, which will depend on the number of dimensions d.
With these wave functions at hand, one can write off a mode expression for φ in terms of
creation and annihilation operators,

φ =
∑
k

(
e−iωktφkak + eiωktφ∗ka

†
k

)
, (4.56)

and one can then construct the bulk Hilbert space, which will typically contain states |ψbulk〉
of the form (4.45). This leads to bulk stress tensors that decay near the boundary as

〈ψ|T bulk
µν |ψ〉 ∼ O(z2∆−d) , (4.57)

and, via the semi-classical Einstein’s equation (4.21), to a backreacted metric of the form

ds2 =
L2

z2

[
dz2 + (ηαβ + zdτ

(1)
αβ (xσ) + z2∆τ

(2)
αβ (xσ) + · · · )dxαdxβ

]
, (4.58)

where we have indicated the explicit dependence with z. For ∆ > d
2 , the term proportional

to τ (1)
αβ gives the leading normalizable behavior, and the GKPW recipe [104, 105] leads to the

standard result (after appropriate holographic renormalization [106, 107])

〈TCFT
αβ 〉 =

dLd−1

16πGN
τ

(1)
αβ (t, ~x) , (4.59)
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so

δEgrav
A =

dLd−1

8GN

∫
A

R2 − (~x− ~xc)2

2R
τ

(1)
αβ (t, ~x) dd−1x = δ〈HA〉 . (4.60)

The term proportional to τ (2)
αβ dominates if the operator is sufficiently relevant, i.e. for d

2−1 <

∆ < d
2 . In this case the recipe for 〈TCFT

αβ 〉 changes so will not consider these cases here.
Nevertheless, an analogous formula to (4.59) could be obtained by properly doing holographic
renormalization, either in the standard or alternative quantization (see e.g. [108]). It would be
interesting to see the effects of these modified prescriptions for δEgrav

A in our context, however,
we will leave this exploration to be considered elsewhere. Finally, since the expression (4.60)
does not get any correction, in terms of the form χ̃ we can still write

δEgrav
A =

∫
A
χ̃ . (4.61)

Semi-classical Einstein’s equations

We are now ready to study the implications of the corrected dictionaries (4.52) and (4.61).
First, specializing to a slice ΣA at constant−t and making use of the first law of entanglement
entropy we arrive at

δSgrav
A − δEgrav

A =

∫
γA

χ̃−
∫
A
χ̃+

∫
ΣA

ξt〈T bulk
00 (x)〉εt = 0 . (4.62)

Using Stoke’s theorem and using the fact that in this slice dχ̃ = −2ξtδEg00ε
t, with Egµν given

in (4.38), we can now rewrite the surface terms as a volume term,

δSgrav
A − δEgrav

A = −2

∫
ΣA

ξt
(
δE00 −

1

2
〈T bulk

00 (x)〉
)
εt = 0 . (4.63)

Considering all possible balls A in ΣA

δE00 =
1

2
〈T bulk

00 (x)〉 (4.64)

at each bulk point [33], i.e., the 00 component of the linearized semi-classical Einstein’s
equations universally coupled to matter! We can further repeat this analysis by specializing
to various boosted frames, labeled by a velocity vector uµ. As a result, we obtain all other
components of the semi-classical Einstein’s equations,

uµuν
(
δEµν −

1

2
〈T bulk
µν (x)〉

)
= 0 . (4.65)

Remarkably, the above analysis implies that if we identify the perturbed thread configuration
as in [76], given in equation (4.40), the corrected dictionaries automatically imply that δw is
a consistent solution to the max flow problem at the desired order in GN . Notice that this
proposal makes complete use of bulk locality, since the semi-classical Einstein’s equations are
explicitly encoded in the condition

d(δw) = −8GNξ
µδEgµνε

ν = −4GNξ
µ〈T bulk

µν (x)〉εν = −4GNs(x) , (4.66)

while at the same time, giving rise to the known entanglement density for bulk regions with
local modular Hamiltonians (4.50), i.e., equation (2.12).
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5 Discussion

In this paper, we have shown that the leading quantum corrections to holographic entangle-
ment entropy can be interpreted in terms of a generalized flow v, where

SA =
1

4GN
max
v∈F

∫
A
v , F ≡ {v | ∇ · v = −4GNs(x), |v| ≤ 1} , (5.1)

and ∫
ΣA

s(x) = Sbulk[ΣA] . (5.2)

To fully specify the program, then, we are required to provide an entanglement density s(x)

for the bulk homology region ΣA. A couple of comments are in order. First, we note that
there is no way to provide a local density s(x) that is valid for any bulk subregion. Thus,
different regions Ai with their associated bulk homology regions will generally have different
flow programs. In some special cases, though, it is possible to come up with a reasonable
density s(x) that is valid for a number of regions, and then define a combined program.
This is possible in two cases i) when the regions are non-overlapping or ii) when the regions
are strictly nested. One important point that needs emphasis is that this prescription is
meant to be used to interpret the quantum corrections, but it should not be though of as a
computational tool in the same sense as the standard prescription (1.6). The fact that we
need to specify a density s(x) to fully specify the program means, among other things, that
we are already starting with the basic ingredients needed to compute the entropy, that is,
the minimal area surface and the bulk entropy. Conversely, this also means that we cannot
allow the flow maximization to backreact on the density s(x), and hence on the homology
region ΣA. Translating back to the original minimization problem, this implies that we must
restrict ourselves to the leading order quantum corrections only, that is, to order O(G0

N ).
As mentioned in the introduction, the FLM and QES formulas can differ at this order in
situations close to a phase transition. However, for the derivation of the above program we
have used the QES formula as a starting point, and thus our prescription should be valid and
useful to diagnose quantum phase transitions. Again, we emphasize that our proof only holds
at the given order. It is only in this case the problem can be cast as a convex program and
hence we can use strong duality. We could speculate that a version similar to (5.1) could hold
true for the full QES prescription. However, it is difficult to imagine that this can be done
in full generality, because it is not possible to come up with a density that is valid for any
region and holds universally for any theory/state. Even so, in very special cases this may be
feasible. We will comment on this possibility in the outlook.

An important aspect of our prescription is its physical interpretation. In section 2.3 we
argued that a discrete version of our formula can be equivalently thought of in terms of a
set of classical and quantum Planck-thickness bit threads. Roughly speaking, we consider
classical threads as those which connect boundary points with other boundary points, and
quantum bit threads as those which connect either boundary and bulk points or bulk and
bulk points. Thus, quantum threads are those which are sourced by the bulk entropy density.
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This separation turns out not to be unique, though, as one can always break a classical thread
into two quantum threads or viceversa by the expense of having a pair of oppositely charged
bulk entropy density ‘units’ at the breaking point. This process is reminiscent to the breaking
of a gravitational Wilson line, as explained in [109]. It would be very interesting to try to
interpret bit threads in terms of the latter, which we leave for a future exploration. A further
observation is that one can also interpret a pair of oppositely charged units of bulk entropy
density as representing a bulk Bell pair. In this picture, then, one can view the extra flux
through A arising from the presence of quantum threads on both sides of the minimal surface
as being sourced by the presence of bulk Bell pairs. In summary, then, one can interpret
our formula as giving the total number of distilled boundary Bell pairs between A and Ā;
some of these are represented geometrically via continuous threads that directly connect the
regions A and Ā through the bulk, while others connecting them via subtle bridges created
by the presence of the bulk Bell pairs (via ‘ER=EPR’ [31]). This discrete interpretation
of our formula was advocated throughout section 3 to prove some non-trivial properties of
our max flow program, including quantum generalizations of nesting and the max multiflow
theorem of classical threads. Later in the same section we used the nesting property show
some basic properties that the boundary entropy must satisfy, such as subadditivity and
strong subadditivity and thus providing significant evidence for the validity of our program.
We concluded this section by using the quantum version of the max multiflow theorem to
investigate the necessary conditions to obtain boundary monogamy. We obtained that the
geometrization of the bulk entropies is an essential ingredient for this inequality to hold. This
geometrization implies bulk monogamy, however, the contrary is not true. Thus, from our
perspective, bulk monogamy is required but perhaps not sufficient for boundary monogamy
to hold beyond leading order in 1/N .23

We finished our work in section 4 by applying our prescription to the case of perturba-
tive, semi-classical bulk states. These perturbative states can encode non-trivial dynamics.
However, one work around using the fully covariant formulation of bit threads by specializing
to the same Cauchy slice Σ used to solve the max flow problem in the vacuum case (i.e.,
empty AdS). As explained in [76] this is consistent, and can be justified if one starts from
the maximin formulation of the HRT formula. With this working assumption, then, we were
able to show that the Iyer-Wald construction presented in [76] naturally encodes the leading
quantum corrections when applied to bulk regions with local modular Hamiltonians, given the
class of bulk states in consideration. This means that the Iyer-Wald formalism provides us
with a canonical choice for the perturbed thread configuration that solves the quantum max
flow problem. Furthermore, this particular solution makes bulk locality manifest, a property
that was essential in [76] for the problem of metric reconstruction. Combining this result with
previous work by Swingle and Van Raamsdonk [33], we were able to show that this special
solution implies that the semi-classical Einstein’s equations must hold for any consistent per-

23Very recently we became aware of [110] which claims that bulk monogamy is indeed enough to ensure
boundary monogamy.
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turbative bulk quantum state. Semi-classical gravity is then seen to arise from entanglement
considerations in the dual CFT and consistency of our quantum max flow prescription.

We conclude with a list of some open questions that we think are worth exploring:

• Fully covariant generalization: In this paper we have mostly focussed on static states,
or small perturbations of static states. In these situations the standard bit thread
prescription is valid (in the latter case invoking a restricted version of the maximin
formulation of HRT [76]). In fully dynamical situations, however, one needs to upgrade
the recipe and use the full covariant formula instead. We note that a covariant proposal
of bit threads will appear soon in [84]. It would be very interesting to upgrade this
prescription to include quantum corrections and try to apply it to situations with a
dynamical black hole in the bulk. For collapsing solutions, this would shed light on the
physical interpretation of the entanglement tsunami proposal for entanglement propa-
gation [111, 112] and its breakdown [113, 114]. Conversely, for evaporating solutions,
this could clarify the interpretation of the so-called quantum extremal islands which
were recently proposed in the context of the information loss problem [115–118].

• Thermodynamic limit: Finite temperature states or static black hole geometries are also
interesting on its own right. In the thermodynamic limit, i.e., for large enough regions
the entanglement entropy should converge to thermal entropy and become extensive.
In this limit, one could expect the bulk entropy to be additive and thus one would
actually have an entanglement density (thermodynamic density) such that its integral
on any (large) bulk subregion would reproduce the leading term of the bulk entanglement
entropy. This would provide a simple scenario in which our prescription would reproduce
the full QES answer. All the properties such as subadditivity and strong subadditivity
would immediately follow as they would automatically be saturated. This framework
could be useful to interpret results concerning quantum corrections to black hole entropy.

• Models of double holography: Double holographic setups provide us with an interesting
tool to understand the possible flow program dual to the full QES prescription more
generally. This is because in these setups the full quantum corrections are completely
geometrized in a higher dimensional space. Given so, one could imagine using the
standard bit thread prescription in the higher dimensional space and then project the
resulting flows back onto the lower dimensional space. This projection will induce a
source term for the lower dimensional vector field, which will generally depend on the
particular outcome of the original optimization problem. As a whole, then, one could
think of this higher dimensional program as way of deriving an density functional,
encoding all possible densities associated with all possible bulk regions. Evidently, this
is infinitely more information of the bulk state than the minimal input we need to provide
for the leading order prescription. Alternatively, we could try to completely translate
the higher-dimensional program into quantities defined in the lower dimensional space.
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This will likely involve a non-linear mapping between variables and could shed light on
the correct implementation of the full QES prescription in a more general setting.

• Higher order inequalities: In this work we showed that the subadditivity and strong
subadditivity inequalities for boundary entropies follow from the nesting property of
quantum bit threads and the assumption that the bulk entropies satisfy the same in-
equalities. This is justified, though, since these inequalities must be obeyed in any
consistent quantum theory. A natural question that we can ask is: what happens with
higher order inequalities of the holographic entropy cone [119, 120]? Our preliminary
results suggest that the monogamy of mutual information can be derived using our
quantum generalization of the max multiflow theorem, as was done in the classical case
[64], although requiring a ‘geometrization condition’ for the bulk entropies. This is a
sufficient condition in our proof, however, it certainly seems stronger than bulk MMI
(see, however [110]). There are reasons to further investigate this question, however, in
order to clarify the consistency conditions of double holographic scenarios. It would be
interesting to try to relax our proof of boundary MMI, and ask what are the minimal
constraints we need to impose for the bulk entropies. Similarly, it would be interesting
to investigate the fate of higher order inequalities of the holographic entropy cone.

• Other information-theoretic observables: Another interesting question we can ask is
if there are other information-theoretic quantities whose quantum corrections admit a
quantum bit thread interpretation. We give here two examples. First, the entangle-
ment wedge-cross section. There are various CFT quantities that have been linked to
this bulk observable, including entanglement of purification [121, 122], reflected entropy
[123], logarithmic negativity [124], odd entropy [125] and balanced partial entangle-
ment [126]. Understanding their quantum corrections could help determine if there is
still a connection beyond leading order in 1/N and, hence, discriminate between these
proposals. And second, the so-called differential entropy [14]. A flow prescription for
this quantity would naively involve some optimization process subject to having some
charges along the bulk curve in consideration, which is reminiscent of our quantum
flow program. It would be interesting to see if quantum threads could shed light on its
boundary interpretation.

• Non-linear Einstein’s equations: Finally, we could ask if it is possible to go to higher
orders in the perturbation and check if the full semi-classical Einstein’s equations arise
consistently from our canonical flows. We note that, from the point of view of the RT
prescription, the first non-linear correction was successfully derived in [36], although,
restricting to classical perturbations. In [33], the authors argued that if one assumes
that the local dynamical equations that are derived at the linearized level extend to
some local non-linear equations, and demand self-consistency of these equations with
conservation of energy and momentum, then it is almost immediate that these equations
must be the full Einstein’s equations. It would be very interesting to explicitly check
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this idea, at least at the first non-linear order, which could be done by extending the
work of [36] to the case of semi-classical bulk states (the ones we considered in this
work) and then constructing the non-linear version of our canonical flows.

We hope to come back to some of these points in the near future.

Note added: While we were at the final stages of writing up our paper we became aware
of the work of [127] whose results partially overlap with ours. The two papers are being
submitted simultaneously.
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